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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research was to explore common assumptions about alliance 

change, to identify key determinants and outcomes of alliance change, and to increase 

our understanding of the ways in which changes evolve by identifying common patterns 

or processes. 

In Study 1, a multiple case study was conducted, accompanied by a 

questionnaire, to explore strategic alliance changes in entrepreneurial, high-tech firms. 

Qualitative analysis of the cases showed that an alliance change typically ends in one of 

three ways: (1) the alliance dissolves immediately, (2) the alliance is sustained and 

strengthened, or (3) the alliance is sustained but weakened and eventually dissolves. I 

also found, in support of the literature, that numerous factors lead to alliance changes, 

although the most common predictors of major changes were: (1) poor alliance 

management, (2) dissatisfaction with partners' relationship, (3) abuse of trust, and (4) 

putting acquisition of partner's skills/capabilities ahead of achieving alliance goals. 

Analysis also led to the development of a theoretical model that predicts whether 

an alliance will be sustained following an alliance change. The key factors in the model 

that determine whether an alliance is sustained following a change are: (1) mutual 

partner dependence, (2) joint decision making, (3) inter-firm trust, (4) inter-firm 

interaction, (5) the manner in which the change was planned, and (6) the impact of the 

change. Using quantitative methods in Study 2,1 found that two of these factors best 

predict whether an alliance will be sustained following a change, joint planning of the 
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change and the impact of the change. The study also provided evidence that two other 

factors, inter-firm trust and the extent to which an alliance change is planned, are related 

to sustainment even though they are not significant predictors. 

This research suggests, in support of previous literature, that major unplanned 

changes are harmful to alliances. It also suggests that an alliance may be weakened by 

a change, which increases the likelihood that it will dissolve. A variety of conditions 

were found to increase the likelihood of alliance changes, indicating that, if firms are 

willing to take the substantial risk of engaging in alliances, they must constantly work 

to manage the health of the alliances if they want to sustain them and prevent 

potentially costly negative outcomes. 

This research also suggests that an alliance may be strengthened by a change, 

increasing the likelihood that it will be sustained. However, an alliance is more likely 

to be sustained following a change if the partners have developed a trusting, mutually 

dependent relationship and they have developed communication and decision routines 

that enable them to foresee, prevent, and solve problems together. 
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION 

A dyadic strategic alliance (hereafter referred to as an alliance) is a voluntary, 

cooperative, inter-firm arrangement that enables two organizations to achieve goals that 

would be more difficuU or impossible to achieve alone (e.g., sharing risks, 

compensating for under-developed intemal capabilities, gaining competitive 

advantage). It is an agreement whereby two organizations agree to collaborate to 

achieve mutual goals over time (Das and Teng, 2000). 

Heads of state, military leaders and businesses have formed alliances for 

centuries. Alliances have long been of interest to organizational theorists and strategists 

because they are used by firms to accomplish a variety of objectives and because their 

use by businesses has steadily increased in recent years (Beamish and Delios, 1997; Das 

and Teng, 2000). 

Firms derive numerous benefits from strategic alliances. Resources such as 

technology, equipment, funds, and raw materials may be secured (Larson, 1991), 

complimented (Jarillo, 1988), or conserved. Other benefits include enhancing firm 

legitimacy (e.g., Larson, 1991; Miner, Amburgey, and Steams, 1990), minimizing costs 

and achieving efficiencies (Jarillo, 1988; Williamson, 1985), compensating for under

developed intemal capabilities (Shan, 1990), reducing problems associated with the 

liability of newness (Stinchcombe, 1965), increasing firm survival rates (Miner, 

Amburgey, and Steams, 1990), gaining a competitive edge, and gaining access to an 

established customer base. In industries such as biotechnology, alliances are a common 
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way for firms to share the costs and risks of internal research and development (Powell 

and Brantley, 1992). However, in spite of their potential benefits, creating alliances is 

frequently easier than sustaining them; many dissolve prematurely (Das and Teng, 

2000). 

Although alliances may benefit partners in numerous ways, they are not always 

beneficial; some even result in devastating outcomes. At worst, a failed alliance may 

result in the failure of one or both alliance partners. In less severe cases, an alliance 

may be a drag on a firm's performance or restrict the firm from pursuing lucrative 

opportunities. 

Frequently short-lived and often failing to meet their objectives, alliances are 

plagued by instability; they fi-equently undergo major unplanned changes or premature 

dissolution (e.g., Das and Teng, 2000). Although some changes are necessary if 

relationships are to grow and evolve into more useful entities, instability is often 

damaging, if not lethal, to firms and alliances. 

Alliance research has focused largely on determinants of formation, although 

numerous studies have also attempted to identify determinants of alliance dissolution. 

Fewer studies have examined how alliances evolve, particularly how alliances are 

maintained or the process by which they dissolve. In addition, although alliances of all 

types experience instability, most research on instability to date has focused on 

international joint ventures (Das and Teng, 2000). 

The present research was an attempt to improve our understanding of strategic 

alliance change by exploring its nature and identifying common patterns and themes. I 
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also attempted to explore the types of changes that alliances experience, as well as 

identify determinants and outcomes of changes. Finally, I endeavored to document the 

process by which change evolves and to determine whether different types of changes 

evolve in a similar manner. 

This research combined qualitative and quantitative methods to explore alliance 

change. Each method was intended to compensate for the limitations of the other. 

First, I conducted nineteen case studies. Analyzing the case study data led me to 

develop a theoretical model and a set of hypotheses on the factors that determine 

whether an alliance is sustained following an alliance change. I tested the hjTJOtheses 

by mailing a questionnaire to business executives. 

In sum, this research was an attempt to fill a gap in the literature by examining 

the process of alliance change more closely than have previous researchers. Before 

more details of the current research are discussed though, a detailed review of the 

literature on alliance change is in order. 
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CHAPTER TWO - BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain why research on strategic alliance 

instability is important and to review the extant literature. I will examine the varied 

approaches used to explain instability and the empirical evidence gathered to support 

each theoretical approach. The need for the present research will be justified by 

examining shortcomings of past research and identifying areas where additional 

research is needed. 

Organizations engage in a variety of voluntary interfirm arrangements. 

Examples of these include short-term, arm's length relationships between buyers and 

suppliers. Other examples include contractual aaangements, formed to secure janitorial 

services; dental, medical and risk insurance; benefits management services, payroll 

services, legal services, recmiting services and consulting services. 

Strategic alliances differ from these sorts of interorganizational relationships in 

that they are based on relatively long-term, strategic goals rather than short-term, 

operational needs. Alliances are formed to achieve ends such as market development, 

market penetration, and product and technology development (Hagedoom, 1993). 

For example, Sony Music entered into a strategic alliance with America OnLine 

(AOL) to put AOL's Internet-access software on several upcoming enhanced CDs (AOL 

enhances Sony, 1996). The alliance benefited AOL by promoting its Internet services 
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to CD buyers. Sony benefited because trial AOL software furnished on CDs defaulted 

to the Sony-designated Web site each time the user entered the Internet. 

AOL also formed an alliance with Sears, Roebuck and Co. to leverage the 

strengths of both corporations in bringing the Internet and related emerging 

technologies into millions more American homes (Sears and AOL, 2000). Under the 

agreement, AOL's interactive products and services were marketed to Sears customers 

nationwide. In return. Sears merchandise and services were marketed to AOL members 

as well as visitors to its Web-based brands. In addition, AOL was designated as Sears' 

preferred online service provider, and a special co-branded edition of AOL with links to 

Sears was developed and promoted to Sears' customers. 

Alliances can take various forms including joint ventures, minority equity 

alliances, R&D contracts, joint R&D, joint production, joint marketing and promotion, 

enhanced supplier partnership, distribution agreements, and licensing agreements (Das 

and Teng, 2000). Theorists have created various typologies of strategic alliances in an 

attempt to make this extensive set of organizational forms more manageable (Dussauge 

and Garrette, 1995; Lorange and Roos, 1990; Oliver, 1990; Pisano and Teece, 1989). 

One simple but useful way to classify alliance structures was developed by Mowery, 

Oxley, and Silverman (1996). They categorize alliances as either unilateral contract-

based or bilateral contract-based. 

A clear transfer of property rights characterizes unilateral contract-based 

alliances. In such arrangements, partners agree to a formal contractual exchange such 

as the right to produce or distribute goods in return for compensation. Examples of 
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unilateral contract-based alliances include licensing and distribution arrangements and 

R&D contracts. What sets these alliances apart is that each firm is able to fulfill its 

obligations independently. The contract stipulates responsibilities in detail such that 

minimal coordination and collaboration are needed, obviating the need for integration 

(Mowery et al., 1996). 

Bilateral contract-based alliances, in contrast, are characterized by sustained 

production of property rights. They tend to be more open-ended and require constant 

attention to ensure that they are successful. More integration is required as partners 

contribute resources and cooperate continuously. Examples are joint R&D, joint 

marketing and promotion, joint production, and enhanced supplier partnerships 

(Mowery et al., 1996). 

The Importance of Research on Alliance Instability 

Firms form alliances to attain goals that are unachievable on their own. 

Whereas some firms decline to use alliances, others have as a strategic competency their 

ability to make use of alliances to meet their goals. Madhok and Talhnan (1998) 

consider alliances vital and view them as resources that have value. 

Firms derive numerous benefits fi'om dyadic alliances. Resources such as 

technology, equipment, flmds, and raw materials maybe secured (Larson, 1991), 

complimented (Jarillo, 1988), or conserved. Other benefits include enhancing firm 

legitimacy (e.g., Larson, 1991; Miner, Amburgey, and Steams, 1990), minimizing costs 

and achieving efficiencies (Jarillo, 1988; Williamson, 1985), compensating for under
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developed internal capabilities (Shan, 1990), reducing problems associated with the 

liability of newness (Stinchcombe, 1965), increasing firm survival rates (Miner, 

Amburgey, and Steams, 1990), gaining a competitive edge, and gaining access to an 

established customer base. In industries such as biotechnology, alliances are a common 

way for firms to share the costs and risks of internal research and development (Powell 

and Brantley, 1992). 

In spite of their importance to many firms, alliances tend to dissolve at a high 

rate (Das and Teng, 2000). Das and Teng (1999) argued that all alliances are inherently 

vulnerable and unstable and destined for either dissolution or restructuring. Pearce 

(1997) contended that joint ventures may have lower performance and survival rates 

than hierarchies and yet have higher costs. Researchers have found ample support for 

claims that alliances are unstable (e.g., Beamish, 1985; Franko, 1971; Hennart, Kim, 

and Zeng, 1998; Kogut, 1988; Park and Ungson, 1997). As such, even though firms 

increasingly rely on alliances to help them achieve goals (Das and Teng, 2000), it 

appears that such alliances are plagued by instability. 

Alliance instability negatively affects alliance performance and success. 

Geringer and Hebert (1991) argued that longevity is necessary for international joint 

venture (LTV) success. Harrigan (1988) found that one or more alliance partners 

considered most unstable ventures unsuccessful. Killing (1983) found that instability is 

associated with underperformance. Other adverse effects of instability include loss of 

potential revenue, uncompensated technology transfers (Hamel, Doz, and Prahalad, 
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1989; Levine and Bryne, 1986), operational problems, disagreements, and fears of 

proprietary information loss (Gomes-Casseres, 1987). 

Explanations for Alliance Instability 

Although there is an extensive body of literature on interorganizational 

relationships, much of it focuses on the determinants of and processes involved in 

relational formation. Even though the body of literature on alliance instability is more 

limited, in the past three decades, a number of scholars have attempted to explain why 

alliances are so unstable. Instability has consistently been treated as a dependent 

variable. Hence, research on instability has primarily focused on identifying its causes -

mainly organizational attributes, alliance attributes, conditions at the time of alliance 

formation, and forces and processes affecting an alliance. Researchers have also 

identified the alliance types that are more susceptible to instability. 

Franko (1971) first used the term instability in reference to inter-firm 

relationships. He considered a joint venture (JV) unstable when the holding of a 

multinational enterprise (MNE) crossed the 50% or 95% ownership lines, the interests 

of the MNE were sold, or the venture was liquidated. A definition that has been 

commonly used recently is that developed by Inkpen and Beamish (1997). They define 

alliance instabilities as "major changes or dissolutions of alliances that are unplanned 

firom the perspective of one or more partners" (p. 183). Thus, alliance stability is 

characterized by the lack of major unplanned changes or dissolutions. 
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Various attributes of organizations and alliances have been found to affect 

alliance stability. Parkhe (1993) observed that not only alliance structure, but also 

partner incentives, affect alliance stability. Blodgett (1992) found that an IJV is more 

unstable when partners have unequal equity shares. Blodgett also observed that IJVs 

that have been restructured are more prone to additional restructuring than those that 

have not been restructured. 

Pearce (1997) provided one explanation for high rates of instability -

management decision making difficulties that stem from organizational differences, 

turf-guarding and task uncertainty. He alleged that these difficulties undermine 

decision making quality, which affects alliance stability and increases management and 

managerial decision making costs. 

A number of scholars have studied the way partners relate to each other and the 

extent to which they meet each other's needs. Niederkofler (1991) found that a poor fit 

(e.g., partners have very different systems, process, methods or goals) between partners 

is a predictor of instability. However, Saxton (1997) observed that cross-border JVs 

with partners from culturally distant countries last longer than JVs with culturally 

similar partners. 

Larson (1992), as well as Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman (1992), found that 

the inability of a firm to meet its partner's needs (i.e., as a result of a change in strategic 

direction) may lead to dissolution. Instability may also result when an alliance is 

perceived as lacking legitimacy (Human and Provan, 2000). 
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The nature of the relationship between partners affects alliance stability. Studies 

that have identified individual attachments as determinants of alliance continuity 

include those of Fichman and Levinthal (1991) and Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman 

(1992). Inter-firm trust and the age of an alliance also positively affect alliance 

continuity (Anderson and Weitz, 1989), as does a prior relationship between alliance 

partners (Park and Ungson, 1997). 

Alliances face a number of threats from within. Larson (1992) observed that the 

violation of an agreement may lead to dissolution. Further, Park and Ungson (1997) 

found that opportunistic threat and rivalry affect dissolution more than organizational 

characteristics. Of course, firms that consistently abuse alliance partners develop a bad 

reputation. Anderson and Weitz (1989) learned that a reputation for treating partners 

unfairly has a negative effect on alliance continuity. They also found that a power 

imbalance negatively effects continuity, but that if the stakes in an alliance are high 

enough, the alliance is likely to be sustained in spite of threats to its stability. 

External as well as internal threats may affect alliance stability. Larson (1992) 

observed that the acquisition of an alliance partner by a third party may lead to radical 

alliance changes. She also found that changes in competitive conditions affect alliance 

stability. Similarly, Arino and de la Torre (1998) found that an external shock may 

result in instability, causing partners to either renegotiate the terms of their contract or 

modify their behavior unilaterally in an attempt to restore balance to the alliance. 
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Recently, theorists have often focused on processes, outcomes, and forces as 

determinants of alliance instability. Ring and Van de Ven (1994) developed a process 

model based on the proposition that when significant imbalances between formal and 

informal inter-firm decision processes arise over time, the likelihood of alliance 

dissolution increases. They cited the following imbalances as the ones most likely to 

lead to alliance dissolution: (1) excessive legal structuring and monitoring of the 

relationship, (2) conflicts between role and interpersonal behaviors of organizational 

parties, (3) conditions for violations of trust, and (4) escalating commitments to failing 

transactions. Ring and Van de Ven also hypothesized that the older a relationship, the 

less likely is its dissolution because escalating commitments by partners over time 

reduce the chance of a commitment violation. 

Das and Teng (2000) focused on competing forces, rather than processes, as 

determinants of instability. They viewed alliances as tenuous arrangements since they 

are neither hierarchical organizations, nor are they driven strictly by market forces. 

Delicate balances must be maintained because alliances continually face conflicting 

internal forces (i.e., competition vs. cooperation, rigidity vs. flexibility, and short-term 

vs. long-term orientation). Das and Teng argued that the likely end result of a 

significant imbalance is either dissolution or restructuring. 

Two recent theories point to process and/or outcome discrepancies as 

determinants of instability. Madhok and Tallman (1998) argued that alliances dissolve 

because partners become dissatisfied as a result of unmet, perhaps unrealistic 

expectations. Developing a more complex model, Kumar and Nti (1998) claimed that 
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alliance partners are able to achieve an inter-organizational equilibrium (i.e., a state that 

is harmonious and stable) only if process and outcome discrepancies are favorable. The 

inability of an alliance to reach equilibrium is due to either unfavorable process or 

outcome discrepancies or both. Either type of discrepancy will tend to destabilize the 

relationship and necessitate managerial action to address the discrepancy. Further, if 

both process and outcome discrepancies are unfavorable, the relationship will be highly 

unstable. 

Recent research on instability has frequently centered on learning and decision 

processes. Niederkofler (1991) argued that managers' failure to leam to cooperate is a 

major cause of alliance failure. Alliances are mismanaged because managers are taught 

to compete, not to cooperate. 

Using the bargaining power perspective established by Bacharach and Lawler 

(1981), Inkpen and Beamish (1997) contended that learning affects the power balance 

in an alliance and that shifts in power affect the stability of an alliance. The high rate of 

IJV instability may be due largely to shifts in partner bargaining power which occur 

when partners acquire skills, knowledge, and capabilities that make the original alliance 

bargain obsolete. 

Focusing on learning, Doz (1996) found that alliances fail when; (1) initial 

alliance conditions constrain learning, leading to unmet expectations, (2) initial 

conditions foster cognitive learning but hinder behavioral learning, or (3) successful 

learning occurs, but is followed by negative reevaluation by one or both partners. Doz 

observed that partners in more successful alliances engage in a series of learning cycles 
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that lead to increased interfirm trust, flexibility and adaptability. As in Ring and Van de 

Ven's (1994) model, Doz found that this pattern leads partners to make even larger and 

more irreversible commitments. 

While Doz (1996) found that partners' failure to learn may result in alliance 

failure, Dussauge, Garrette and Mitchell (2000) observed that greater levels of learning 

and capability acquisition may be associated with the likelihood of transformation or 

dissolution. They observed that link aUiances (those in which partners contribute 

different capabilities and in which partners have the most to learn from each other) are 

likely to experience reorganizations and takeovers earlier and more often than scale 

alliances (those in which partners contribute similar capabilities). Although this seems 

to contradict the finding that predictors of alliance success include information sharing 

and joint problem solving (Mohr and Spekman, 1994), Dussauge et al. also found that 

even though link alliances are less likely than scale alliances to continue unchanged, 

link alliances that do last tend to last longer. 

It is possible that learning (or the failure to learn) does not bring about instability 

on its own. For instance, Ebers (1999) argued that three processes of learning 

(understanding, revaluation, and adjustment) drive the evolution of alliances and that 

learning combines with other factors to affect change and stability in a relationship. 

One attempt to explain instability is based on relational contracting theory and 

transaction cost theory. Relational contracting (MacNeil, 1974, 1980) views alliances 

as relational contracts that may fail if inter-firm trust based on historical interaction is 

absent because trust is essential for viable relationships. Transaction cost theory 
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(Williamson, 1975, 1985) holds that opportunistic behavior of alliance partners creates 

instability. A firm may be tempted to further its own objectives rather than alliance 

objectives making it difficult for firms to trust each other. Preventing opportunism is 

costly because a firm that wishes to minimize the likelihood of opportunism must 

expend extensive energy and resources on prevention and monitoring. Hence, alliances 

that lack a basis for trust may be short-lived or unstable since opportunism will be 

likely. 

Another approach, game theory (Axelrod, 1984), views alliances as games in 

which a firm may benefit more by defecting than by cooperating. Alliances may be 

modeled as prisoners' dilemma in which players choose not to cooperate due to 

uncertainty about their partner's intent. Since defection is always the dominant strategy 

when the opponent's actions cannot be predicted, long-term cooperation is unlikely. 

Resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) predicts that, although 

organizations are dependent on external sources of resources, they manage their 

alliances to minimize their dependence. Instability is inevitable as firms act to secure 

multiple sources of resources and to develop and acquire capabilities that will increase 

their self-sufficiency and reduce external dependencies. 

Since agency theory (Jensen and Meckling, 1976) views managerial decisions 

affecting alliances as self-serving, managers (the agents) are expected to attempt to 

internalize alliances to reduce uncertainties and risks. Thus, it is important that firms 

take care in structuring and monitoring alliances to ensure that managers are unable to 

manipulate alliances for their own purposes, increasing the risk of alliance instability. 
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Strategic behavior theory (Porter, 1980) posits that firms pursue strategies that 

allow them to gain competitive advantage. The theory predicts that an alliance will end 

if, as a result of unrealistic expectations, it fails to achieve its goals. Instability is the 

result of an action by either an alliance partner or a third party to gain an advantageous 

competitive position against competitors. 

The Current State of Research on Instability 

Numerous theoretical perspectives have been used to attempt to e.xplain why 

alliances are unstable. Although one or more of these theoretical approaches may 

provide a starting point in explaining instability, it is unlikely that any one perspective 

provides a sufficient explanation alone. Unfortunately, it is unclear which theoretical 

perspectives are most promising or which should be combined to better explain alliance 

instability. 

One of the shortcomings of research on alliance instability is the difficulty in 

comparing the results of various studies. Scholars have failed to define or 

operationalize instability consistently. Although Franko (1971) initially operationalized 

instability as joint venture dissolution, it has been defmed and operationalized in 

various ways since. Just as Franko did, many other researchers have used dissolution as 

the only indicator of instability. Blodgett (1992) claimed, however, that changes short 

of termination are a better indicator of JV instability. In Blodgett's study the frequency 

of change in a JV contract was used as an indicator of instability. Most recently, 

instability has been defined as either dissolution or a major change of the alliance. At 
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one end of the spectrum is the way in which Yan and Zeng (1999) operationalized 

instability. They listed a number of changes (e.g., change of strategic direction, 

reconfiguration of management structure) that they considered instabilities. However, 

dissolution may have little in common with major alliance changes (i.e., contract 

renegotiations, management restructuring), since all changes result in alliance 

sustainment. Thus, a shortcoming of prior research is that no distinction has been made 

between dissolution and other types of instabiUty. Table 1 lists various ways in which 

researchers have defined and operationalized instability. 

A key assumption of some scholars (e.g., Inkpen and Beamish, 1997; Das and 

Teng, 2000) is that alliance instability must be unplanned from the perspective of one or 

more partners. In general, unplanned changes would be expected to affect alliances 

more adversely than planned changes. However, in some cases, it may be difficult to 

distinguish planned from unplanned changes. Further, at times, planned changes may 

result in negative outcomes of greater magnitude than unplanned changes, such as when 

implementation is mismanaged. 

Inkpen and Beamish (1997) noted that stability carries a positive connotation -

that stable relationships are considered win-win relationships. Yan and Zeng (1999) 

pointed out that due to the tradition of assuming that stability is the normal, 

fundamental organizational state, instability has been viewed by scholars as abnormal 

and undesirable (based largely on assumptions and anecdotal evidence). However, 

firom an organizational change view, organizational stability may be an aberration, 

indicating an inability to adapt as needed for long-term survival. It seems best to view 
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instability as neutral, rather than negative or positive, until more is known about how 

and why instability arises and how it affects alliance partners. Past research on 

instability may have been hampered by scholars' common assumption that instability 

negatively affects alliances. 

It is commonly accepted that the rate of instability in alliances is high. 

However, raw figures on dissolution rates may be misleading. Although a few studies 

have investigated different ways in which relationships end (not simply whether they 

end), these studies have only examined JVs (Hennart, Kim and Zeng, 1998). Further, 

although scholars typically view instability as negative, Inkpen and Beamish (1997), as 

well as Das and Teng (2000), pointed out that alliance dissolution does not necessarily 

signal failure. Alliances may dissolve for a variety of reasons and in a variety of ways. 

Alliance partners may plan to terminate their alliance at a certain time or after its 

objectives are achieved. 

Perhaps as transitional theory proposes (Franko, 1971; Porter, 1990), unplanned 

changes are natural, inevitable consequences of alliance formation, elements of the 

evolutionary process for organizations that are neither good nor bad. Transitional 

theory views alliance instability as a natural evolutionary stage through which alliances 

pass; alliances have a natural tendency to evolve into other forms. 

It seems shortsighted to draw conclusions about an alliance based solely on 

whether it dissolves, without considering its duration or performance. An alliance that 

lasted ten productive years would not be considered a failure even if its dissolution was 
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unplanned. Finally, alliances may end as a result of success as well as failure (e.g., one 

partner sells its share of a successful venture). 

Two studies have provided evidence on whether instability is simply a natural 

step in the evolutionary process. Hagedoom and Sadowski (1999) examined thousands 

of strategic technology alliances and found that it is rare for a supplier to acquire or 

merge with an alliance partner that is its buyer. They concluded that alliances and 

mergers/acquisitions are unrelated; they are not two stages on a continuum. Hennart, 

Kim, and Zeng (1998) found additional evidence, observing that although joint ventures 

have a high rate of termination, they are often terminated by being sold, not by being 

liquidated. As such, although dissolution is, at times, associated with alliance failure, 

that is often not the case. 

Although scholars have conducted numerous empirical studies and used a 

variety of theoretical approaches to explain instability, due to the use of various 

assumptions, definitions, and indicators, our current understanding of alliance instability 

is limited and explanations offered for alliance instability are insufficient. Inkpen and 

Beamish (1997) concluded that, even though a number of factors have been identified 

as determinants of instability, past research has yielded inadequate explanations for 

alliance instability. Nor is it clear which determinants are most important. Yan and 

Zeng listed major limitations of instability research as the "lack of clear 

conceptualizations, and consistent operationalizations, lack of clarity in the relationship 

with performance, static focus rather than developmental processes, and lack of 

managerial relevance" (1999:397). 
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Small Firm Alliances 

A key gap in alliance literature is the focus of empirical studies on alliances 

formed by large established firms (McGee, 1994). As a result, some findings might not 

apply to small- and medium-sized manufacturing enterprises (SMEs). Although they 

use strategic alliances, SMEs differ from large firms in a number of important ways and 

often need alliances for different reasons. 

Due to their smaller size and frequently, their relative newness, SMEs are more 

likely to use alliances to enhance their legitimacy, to offset the liability of newness and 

to increase their likelihood of survival. SMEs are also more likely to use alliances to 

gain access to an established customer base. It is also common for SMEs to use 

alliances to share the costs and risks of research and development. 

Managing alliances is different for SMEs than for large firms because SMEs 

tend to be more decentralized and less bureaucratic. Although in multinationals the 

responsibility for alliance management is formalized, in SMEs this responsibility may 

be loosely assigned or handled ad hoc by top executives. SMEs are more likely to be at 

a power-dependence disadvantage since their partners are frequently larger than they 

are. SMEs are more likely to engage in local (rather than international) alliances 

because they may lack to resources to locate international partners and support alliances 

with them. SMEs tend to engage in less formal alliances than large firms. Large firms 

are usually more cautious, relying more heavily on legal and structural remedies to 

reduce risks. Resource-poor SMEs are more likely to leverage proprietary technologies 

in alliances. Shan (1990) and McGee and Dowling (1994) found that firms with under
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developed internal capabilities (e.g., SMEs) are more likely to engage in inter-firm 

arrangements because it is less efficient to develop the necessary assets internally. 

Given the many differences between SMEs and large firms, it is necessary to examine 

SMEs to learn if they are more or less stable than larger firms and if the same factors 

affect instability in small and large firms. Since SMEs are typically less diversified and 

lack the resources of larger firms, instability can damage them more severely. Thus, it 

is essential that we understand the risks that SMEs, as well as larger firms, face as a 

result of their alliances. 

Given the importance of alliances and their high rate of instability, it is essential 

that we gain a better understanding of why alliances are unstable, the extent to which 

instability is deleterious and whether it can be prevented. Much work is needed to 

resolve the myriad unanswered questions on alliance instability. 

This dissertation research was but a first step toward a better understanding of 

common instability; a coarse, exploratory attempt to identify and explore assumptions 

and inconsistencies in previous research. Although a variety of theoretical approaches 

have been used to explain instability, as discussed above, it is unclear whether any of 

them is sufficient alone or which ones offer the best explanations. Further, a number of 

theories have yet to be operationalized and tested (e.g., Das and Teng, 2000; Ring and 

Van de Ven, 1994; Kumar and Nti, 1998). I decided that it would be helpftil to try to 

determine which theoretical models hold the most promise before more precise studies 

can be undertaken to test particular models, anticipating that existing models might be 

revised or combined. 
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The main questions that I wanted to pursue in Study 1 were as follow; What are 

the primary determinants of alUance change? Do all alliance changes evolve in similar 

ways? What is the range of positive and negative outcomes of alliance change? How 

do alliances that are sustained following a change differ from those that dissolve? How 

do alliance changes compare in successful vs. unsuccessful alliances? 
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CHAPTER THREE - STUDY 1 

This chapter justifies the use of qualitative research methods in Study 1. It also 

explains how the population of interest was selected and identifies some of the 

challenges and obstacles faced in conducting Study 1 as well as the study's limitations. 

The process by which measures were selected, modified, or developed is also reviewed. 

The chapter describes the techniques used to analyze Study I data in an effort to 

identify patterns, comparisons and contrasts. Finally, I discuss how the data led me to 

constnict a theoretical model that culminated in a set of testable hypotheses. 

Rationale for Using Qualitative Methods 

My intent in Study I was to explore gaps in previous research on alliance 

change by completing a qualitative study examining change in more depth than has 

typically been done, by investigating specific changes in particular alliances. A 

qualitative study is best suited to exploring (as opposed to testing) a phenomenon. Yin 

(1984) offers this definition of a case study: "an empirical inquiry that... investigates a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when... the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (p.23). Crewel (1994) describes the 

qualitative research process as "... an inquiry process of understanding a social or 

human problem, based on building a complex, holistic picture, formed with words, 

reporting detailed views of informants, and conducted in a natural setting" (p. 1). 

i c 

i 
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Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest that, while verification is the researcher's 

primary task for existing theories, their mission in developing theories is to 

systematically generate them by drawing on gathered data. Quantitative study is best 

suited to verification, not to exploration. 

After assessing the state of research on alliance change, I determined that 

exploration was more appropriate than verification for several reasons. First, 

researchers have failed to clearly and consistently define, operationalize and measure 

instability, raising more questions than they have answered. Second, previous research 

has primarily focused on determinants and outcomes of alliance change, neglecting the 

nature of change and the process by which it occurs. Third, a number of theoretical 

approaches have been used to explain instability, but many appear insufficient and it is 

not clear which, if any, could be useful if combined or modified. I decided it necessary 

to determine which theoretical models hold the most promise before more precise 

studies can be undertaken to test particular models. Finally, before testing a particular 

model, I thought it wise to first answer broader, more basic questions about what 

instability is, how it evolves, and what is important about it. 

The ideal way to observe the process of alliance change may be to conduct a 

longitudinal study of a particular alliance for several years with the expectation that the 

alliance is likely to eventually undergo at least one significant change. Unfortunately, 

this approach fails to guarantee that the alliance will experience a change while under 

observation or, if a change occurs, that it will be interesting or of the type or magnitude 

expected. Further, even if the alliance is observed for several years, it is unlikely that 
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the observer will be fortunate enough to witness more than one or two major changes 

and it is possible that none will occur. I was able to investigate more cases, although in 

less detail, with a retrospective study than a longitudinal study. Finally, as Doz (1996) 

notes, it is also very difficult to study alliance evolution as it occurs without influencing 

it. 

A retrospective study permitted a more efficient examination of an alliance at 

different points in time without the risks inherent in a longitudinal study. Retrospective 

data collection has shortcomings, though. Interviewees may either forget salient details 

or their view of such details may be biased by more recent experiences. These 

weaknesses may be offset, to some extent, by the opportunity to examine a greater 

number and variety of alliance changes. If interviewees are intimately involved with 

focal alliances, though, retrospective data regarding recent events are likely to be fairly 

accurate, especially if the events are salient. 

Definitions, Assumptions and Approach 

I strove to avoid having the assumptions and definitions used by other 

researchers constrain me. I wanted to explore the assumption common in prior 

research, that instability consists of unplanned changes, by examining plaimed, as well 

as unplanned, changes. I suspected that, in some cases, planned changes resulted in 

negative outcomes as great as those in unplanned changes (e.g., if a change was poorly 

executed). I chose a broader definition of alliance change than that commonly used for 

alliance instability. I derived it by modifying the definition of instability used by 
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Inkpen and Beamish (1997). As did they, I examined only major changes in Study 1. 

Unlike Inkpen and Beamish, though, I included both planned and unplanned changes in 

my definition. 

The literature on alliance change consists mainly of studies on international joint 

ventures. To address this shortcoming, I examined a broad range of alliances including 

both international and domestic alliances and both horizontal and vertical alliances. 

Since the literature has been largely limited to alliances that dissolved, I examined 

alliances that were sustained as well as those that dissolved following a change. 

Finally, I explored different types of planned and unplarmed changes, rather than 

limiting myself to unplanned changes. 

Since a shortcoming of previous research on alliances is the persistent 

examination of mainly just two types of changes, formation and dissolution, I explored 

other types of changes that have largely been ignored. Whereas the use of secondary 

data has limited previous researchers to the study of structural alliance changes, 

conducting interviews enabled me to examine other types of changes and to collect 

much richer data. 

The Study Population 

The population under study included all public and private firms withm the 

greater Tucson area engaged in either the research, development, or manufacturing of 

optical equipment or devices, and having fewer than 500 local employees. I examined 

optics firms because firms are typically small, known for collaboration, and their 
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products are technical in nature. The optics industry is highly visible and one of the 

largest in Tucson. It has an active industry association, a history of openness and a high 

profile. Optics fimis appeared likely to cooperate with me, having a history of openness 

and cooperation with researchers and members of the media. 

Preliminary Intemews 

In a preliminary investigation during October and November, 1999,1 

interviewed executives at ten small, local optics firms to investigate the nature and 

number of alliances that they were involved in and to determine how common major 

alliance changes were in the industry. Using a membership list provided by the 

Arizona Optics Industry Association, the Tucson and Pima County Industry Resource 

Directory (1998), and the Arizona High-Tech Directory (1999), I identified firms and 

executives. I interviewed executives for periods of 30 minutes to 2 1/2 hours in 

unstructured sessions. I also learned about alliances through phone calls to optics 

executives unwilling or unable to meet with me, but able to advise and inform me over 

the phone. Although I had difficulty reaching executives, when I was able to do so, 

many attempted to help me in some way and many were able to describe major alliance 

changes with which they were familiar. I attempted to contact 42 individuals at 36 

firms. I was successfiil in interviewing eighteen individuals (42.9% response rate) from 

eighteen firms, although I interviewed one individual about two alliances and two 

individuals from the same firm about one alliance. Eleven individuals informed me that 

they had no strategic relationships. Five individuals refused to divulge any information 
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on alliances. I was never able to reach eight of the individuals I hoped to interview. 

Based on the interviews and related phone conversations, it appeared that the number of 

vertical alliances that optics firms engage in outnumber horizontal alliances and that 

Tucson optics firms are less likely to partner with other local optics firms than with 

other firms. I concluded that Arizona optics firms would provide a suitable population 

for further study of alliance change. 

Method 

For Study 1,1 used the guidelines followed by Doz (1996) to conduct a multiple 

case study, identifying potential interviewees - top executives who would likely be 

familiar with and involved in alliances that are important to their firms. From May 

2000 through July 2000,1 arranged interviews with executives of a convenience sample 

of eighteen optics firms that had experienced at least one alliance change. One 

informant was interviewed about two alliances and two alliance changes. All other 

informants reported on only one alliance and one change. Although these firms differed 

in a variety of ways, all of the businesses in my sample were either independent or they 

were relatively autonomous business units of larger firms. 

Phone Questionnaire 

I phoned executives of firms ui my sample and screened them based on whether 

they were familiar with an alliance that had experienced a major change. If an 

informant was willing to discuss a change, I arranged a meeting at the firm. During the 
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phone screening process I completed a brief questionnaire for each interviewee (see the 

first eleven items in Form 1). The purpose of this questionnaire was, first, to determine 

if a face-to-face interview could and should be arranged and, second, to gather 

rudimentary information on the firm and a suitable alliance. The phone questioimaire 

began with a brief introduction of the study and myself, with a request for cooperation. 

I asked interviewees to think of an alliance that had experienced a major change. I also 

asked for a few details on the alliance to determine if it met my criteria. If the 

interviewee suggested a suitable alliance, I tried to arrange a face-to-face interview. If 

not, I thanked the interviewee and moved on. 

At the face-to-face meeting, after the informant had signed a consent form (see 

Form 2), I conducted a semi-structured interview (see items twelve through fifty in 

Form 1). The consent form simply fulfilled a University of Arizona requirement that 

the interviewee be fully informed of what to expect during and after the data gathering 

process. The interview focused on a particular alliance change and on the nature of the 

alliance. Interviews lasted from about 45 minutes to about two hours. 

I developed both the phone and face-to-face questionnaires so that I could leam 

as much as possible about a firm, one of its alliances, and a change in the alliance while 

consuming as little of the interviewee's time as possible. To collect as much 

information as possible and to avoid annoying interviewees, single item measures were 

developed. Although I used Likert scales for some items, I was more interested in 

qualitative than quantitative responses. I left sufficient space after each item to record 

textual responses whether or not I inserted a scale. 
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Although 'strategic alliance instability' is the term most widely used for alliance 

change in the literature, I avoided its use to reduce confusion. I had also learned through 

preliminary interviews and phone conversations that optics executives used the term 

'partnership' rather than 'alliance'. To minimize confusion, I used the terms 'strategic 

partnership change' or 'change'. 

I asked interviewees to discuss a particular major change in a particular strategic 

partnership. I furnished the following examples of major changes: termination of the 

partnership, a shift in strategic direction, renegotiation of the partnership contract, and 

partnership restructuring such as through an acquisition or merger. However, I assured 

interviewees that this list was not exhaustive. Partnership formation was not considered 

a suitable change since, prior to formation, an alliance cannot experience a change. 

Face-to-Face Questionnaire 

The questionnaire used for face-to-face interviews included demographic 

questions about the interviewee's firm, the partner firm and the alliance. Other 

questions referred to the partners' history together and the way in which the partnership 

was managed. The bulk of the questionnaire consisted of questions about the focal 

alliance change. Additional questions concerned the manner in which the change 

evolved, the interviewee's ideas on causes and effects of the change, the manner in 

which decisions were made at the time of the change, descriptions of the change, and 

comparisons to other changes. I recorded written notes during interviews and recorded 
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interviews on audiotape where permitted. All but two of the interviewees permitted me 

to tape the interview. 

Questionnaire on Determinants of Alliance Change 

In addition to conducting interviews to explore alliance change, I constructed a 

brief questiormaire on the determinants of alliance change (see Form 3). As Eisenhardt 

(1989) proposed, I used previously identified constructs (culled from extant literature) 

in this questionnaire to identify determinants of strategic alliance change. The one page 

questionnaire was a coarse attempt to determine which of the numerous determinants of 

alliance change identified in the literature deserve additional study. Respondents were 

asked to mark a 6-point Likert scale based on the extent to which they believed that 

each one of fifteen factors was likely to cause a major change (examples of changes 

were listed) in an established alliance. Interviewees completed the questionnaire 

following the face-to-face interview. 

Preliminary Data Analysis 

I heeded the advice of Miles and Huberman (1994) regarding the analysis of 

data as it is being collected. They claim that various problems may result if all data are 

gathered before a researcher begins analysis. They recommend analyzing data as they 

are being gathered so that the researcher can determine if the data being collected meet 

their needs or whether changes must be made to address shortcomings in data gathering 

methods. 
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After completing twelve interviews, I conducted a preliminary cross-case 

analysis. After making minor adjustments to data gathering approach based on the 

results of the analysis, I continued, ultimately completing nineteen interviews. 

At the outset of the study, I had hoped to compare and contrast vertical and 

horizontal alliances. However, when it became clear that it was difficult to classify 

alliances as either strictly horizontal or vertical, the horizontal/vertical distinction was 

dropped. 

Data Analysis 

I used a number of techniques to analyze data. Some techniques were case-

specific while others examined multiple cases at a time. The techniques used are listed 

here and later discussed in more detail. 

1. After I had collected data for a case, I reviewed the questionnaires. The phone and 

face-to-face questionnaires were combined after they were edited to be used for 

fiirther case analysis. I used audiotapes to resolve contradictions and confusing 

statements and to insert missing information in the questionnaire. 

2. I prepared an event listing for the case to help me understand how the change had 

evolved for this case. 

3. I coded the case for patterns, themes, causes, explanations, relationships, and 

theoretical constructs. 
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4. I wrote non-case-specific memos. The memos helped me to make sense of items 

coded during within-cases analyses - to see the big picture. 

5. I conducted cross-case analyses, attempting to find patterns, themes, causes, 

explanations, relationships, and theoretical constructs that existed in more than one 

case. 

Creating Cases 

After I had collected data for a case, I reviewed and combined the phone and 

face-to-face questionnaires into cases. I used the audiotape to resolve contradictions, 

missing information, and confusing statements. This questionnaire served as the case 

that I then analyzed. The case summarized the events, explanations and observations 

included in the semi-structured interview. It provided a basis for comparing cases as 

well as understanding how and why a particular change occurred. Reviewing it could 

also enable me to quickly familiarize myself with key details of a particular change. 

Event Listing 

For each case, I created an event listing, chronicling the events that took place 

before, during and after the alliance change, in chronological order. This enabled me to 

compare the evolutionary paths of each change to search for patterns. In constructing 

these histories, I listed key evolutionary events, rather than all events. 
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Within-Case Analysis 

Using techniques recommended by Miles and Huberman (1994), I conducted a 

within-case analysis after each interview in an effort to make sense of the data. I coded 

each case for themes, causes/explanations, relationships and theoretical constructs. 

Later, these codes were compared across cases. 

Memos 

As I gathered and analyzed data, I wrote and stored memos. Memos are a way 

to document ideas about codes and their relationships, to tie the data together, or to 

show that a particular bit of data provides an example of larger concept. Memos helped 

me to catalog thoughts and ideas that either were not case-specific or that were case-

specific, but arose after a within-case analysis had been completed. They also helped 

me to move firom data to a conceptual level-toward a more integrated theory. Memos 

helped explain the role of predictors identified in case analyses. 

Cross-Case Analysis 

After all data had been collected and all within-case analyses had been 

completed, I compared cases, searching for cross-case patterns. According to Miles and 

Huberman (1994), the reasons for conducting cross-case analysis are to enhance 

generalizability and to deepen understanding. I looked at groups of the cases, looking 

for recurrent patterns. I was especially interested in comparing cases with different 

outcomes. The outcomes that I was interested in (the dependent variables) were 
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whether the alliance was sustained or dissolved and whether the alliance change was 

positive or negative, on balance. 

Research Design Quality and limitations 

Potentially important confounds include the testing confound. All of the 

interviewees that completed the written questionnaire had discussed alliance change 

briefly during the phone screening interview, as well as having participated in lengthy 

face-to-face interviews. Some of these individuals had also interacted with me over the 

phone and/or in person nearly a year earlier when I conducted preliminary investigative 

interviews. Hence, earlier data collection and discussions may have affected 

participants' later responses. Fortunately, in-depth face-to-face inter\'iews enabled me 

to probe why respondents answered as they did, rather than simply recording responses. 

One threat to validity is selection bias, the possibility that there are some 

important differences between the optics firms that I interviewed and other small 

Tucson optics firms. However, there did not appear to be any consistent differences 

between those firms for which I collected data and other small Tucson optics firms 

regarding firm age, number of employees, revenues, nature of ownership, or type of 

products or services. 

Although this study provided extensive, rich and valuable data, a number of 

limitations exist. Yin (1994) notes that the quality of any empkical social research can 

be assessed by four tests, construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and 
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reliability. However, it must be accepted that it is more difficult to control the quality 

of an exploratory study using qualitative methods than for other types of studies. 

To meet the test of construct validity, I first clearly established the specific types 

of alliance changes that I was interested in (major changes in alliances that were 

important) along with examples. I provided informants with a list of examples of major 

changes to guide them. 

Construct validity depended on how well I coded constructs during within-case 

analysis, but it was also enhanced by the use of multiple sources of data. Gathering data 

fi-om twenty different executives reduced the impact of inaccuracies in any single 

interviewee's account and increased validity through replication. 

For Study 1, internal validity was determined by how effectively I matched 

patterns in cases, drew inferences firom the data, and ruled out rival explanations. 

Unfortunately, one of this study's major risks is that my biases affected the results since 

I did all of the transcribing, coding, and analysis. Ideally, other individuals would have 

also coded the data so that inter-coder reliabilities could have been computed and 

evaluated. 

As Yin (1994) points out, critics consider case studies lacking in external 

validity. However, Yin recommends generalizing to theory rather than to other cases. 

Rather than generalizing my results to all Arizona optics firms, I generalized them to 

theories about alliance change. By conducting multiple case studies, however, I also 

used replication logic by determining that patterns identified in one case were repeated 

in other cases. 
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To minimize the errors and biases in Study 1,1 developed a detailed case study 

protocol, structured as phone and face-to-face questionnaires. This protocol listed each 

item that interviewees were asked, along with instructions for the interviewer. After the 

first interview, I made a few minor improvements to the protocol. The revised protocol 

was then used for all remaining interviews. To permit verification of interviewee 

responses, I took copious notes and audiotaped conversations where permitted. After 

each interview I reviewed my notes. Any questions or contradictions were resolved 

using the audiotapes. 

I took several steps to assure data accuracy. First, I insisted that alliances 

examined were important to the interviewee's firm, to ensure that details about the 

alliance would be salient to the interviewee. Second, I ensured that the interviewee was 

familiar with the alliance. Finally, after each interview, I reviewed the audiotape, if 

one was available, to resolve questions and augment my notes. 

I attempted to interview representatives of both alliance partners for cross

checking purposes. I was unsuccessful in doing so in all but one case for a number of 

reasons (e.g., interviewee unwilling to divulge partner name or requested that I not 

contact partner firm, partner's firm located outside Arizona, partner's fum no longer 

existed). As a result, the data are less reliable than they would be otherwise. However, 

the concerns that accompany the use of a single informant are addressed to some extent 

by my examination of nineteen (rather than one or two) alliances. 
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A reliability concern is the use of only one informant per firm due to the 

inconvenience caused and the time consumed by interviews. However, in one case I 

interviewed two individuals at a firm and found only minor discrepancies between the 

two accounts. Unfortunately, archival data were of little use in cross-checking because 

many of the firms in the sample were private and because public firms rarely made 

mention of the alliances in which I had an interest in documents such as annual reports 

and lOK's. 

Ideally, as in any study, I would have gathered more data; more individuals 

would have been interviewed and more alliances examined to further increase my 

confidence in the data and conclusions drawn firom it. The population of interest also 

limited the methods that could be used to gather data. Secondary data are scarce for 

most small firms, especially data on alliances and alliance changes, which are not 

typically recorded. 
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CHAPTER FOUR - RESULTS 

In this chapter I will describe the cases developed using data gathered in Study 1 

and general findings that resulted from the analysis of each case. I will discuss what I 

learned about the evolution of alliance change from case event listings. The results of 

questionnaires used to measure determinants of alliance changes will be reviewed. I 

will also discuss the results of cross-case comparisons conducted to detect common 

themes and patterns across cases. Finally, I will describe the theoretical model that I 

developed using Study 1 findings and list and support hypotheses that stem from the 

model. 

General Findings 

Although all of the firms in the sample were small optics firms, they varied 

along several dimensions. Both public and private firms were represented. Firms 

ranged from a workforce of two to 204. Although all firms were manufacturers that 

produced and sold products, the products ranged from optical software to optical 

coatings to complex electro-mechanical equipment. Partner firms of the firms in the 

sample included four foreign firms and fifteen domestic firms. They ranged in size 

from those with a handful of employees to Fortune 500 companies. Alliance types 

included buyer-supplier, competitor-competitor, project-based, joint venture, minority 

equity partnership, and manufacturer-agent. Alliance changes included strategic shifts; 
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management/owner turnover; alliance expansion, contraction and dissolution; and 

acquisition of one partner by a third party. 

Although alliance changes frequently led to alliance dissolution and various 

other negative outcomes, some changes, even though unplanned, resulted in positive 

outcomes. In one case, a strategic shift led to reductions in component processing 

times. In another case, component quality problems led to improved manufacturing 

processes. In a third, even though a firm discontinued allowing its partner to use its 

international distribution system, in the end, the partner firm developed an effective 

system. Thus, although Study 1 provided evidence in support of the common 

assumption that unplanned changes result in negative outcomes, at times benefits also 

resulted. 

In several cases, it appeared that it might have been possible to foresee 

unplanned changes with closer monitoring. I found that alliance changes often occurred 

following, or in conjunction with, one partner's financial, competitive, or operational 

problems. In some cases, a firm attempted to dissolve an alliance to reduce its financial 

obligations. In one case a firm that was highly dependent on an alliance should have 

identified potentially disastrous problems with its partners' financial condition. In 

another case, even though a change was unplanned, the smaller, highly dependent firm 

reacted quickly to minimize the damage it sustained when its partner suddenly dissolved 

the alliance. It had sensed danger because it had been monitoring its partner's financial 

condition and the competitive environment. 
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I found that process discrepancies were frequently more responsible for changes 

and dissolution than outcome discrepancies. Although few of the alliances that I 

observed failed to meet outcome expectations, achieving an acceptable level of 

outcomes failed to guarantee stability and sometimes led to a change when one partner 

wanted a greater share of the spoils. One firm violated its alliance contract when it 

believed its partner was receiving a disproportionate share of alliance benefits. 

A game-theoretical approach appeared to explain alliance partner behavior in 

these cases. I found that if one partner defected from an alliance, the first mover usually 

benefited at the expense of its partner. For instance, in several cases one firm acted to 

either grab a disproportionate share of alliance benefits or to limit its share of alliance 

costs. In most of these cases, the first mover benefited at its partner's expense. 

I found that if firms either had a long-standing alliance or had a long-standing 

relationship outside their alliance, they were less likely to act unilaterally and 

opportunistically. Instead, they tended to address problems jointly. 

I also observed that an alliance was more likely to be sustained if neither partner 

had a great incentive to terminate it. In most cases that I examined, partners had little to 

gain by acting opportunistically. They either depended on the relationship and would 

hurt themselves by ending it or, even if they were not highly dependent on the alliance, 

they would not benefit significantly by dissolving the alliance. However, in a few 

cases, one partner acted to terminate its alliance so that it could benefit at the expense of 

its partner. For example, one firm found an alternate supplier with much lower prices 

on components furnished by its alliance partner in a long-term sourcing agreement. The 
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firm, expecting to save a great deal of money, abruptly dissolved the alliance, refusing 

to pay for large quantities of raw materials, work-in-process and finished goods. 

Questionnaire Results 

In addition to analyzing qualitative data fi"om the cases, I reviewed the responses 

to the questionnaires (intended to identify situations most likely to lead to major 

alliance changes) that interviewees filled out. Although questionnaire data were not 

analyzed in depth because only fourteen interviewees completed a questionnaire, the 

findings offer some interesting insights into the fi-agility of alliances, indicating that, as 

the literature suggests, instability has numerous determinants. 

The conditions that respondents named as most likely to cause a major change 

of an alliance are: (1) poor management of alliance, (2) dissatisfaction with relationship 

between partners, (3) abuse of trust, and (4) putting acquisition of partner's 

skills/capabilities ahead of achieving alliance goals. For the fourteen items in the 

questionnaire that used a 6-point Likert scale, the lowest mean was 2.8 (where 1 

represented a condition very unlikely to cause a major alliance change and 6 

represented a condition very likely to cause a major change). All other means were 

above 3.5. Hence, although respondents believed that some conditions are more likely 

than others to cause an alliance change, they considered all fourteen conditions listed at 

least somewhat likely to lead to a change. Table 2 lists the mean rating for each of the 

fourteen conditions. 



When asked which industry conditions are most likely to cause a major alliance 

change, eleven respondents selected a major technological development and ten 

selected a change in market demand. Respondents were able to identify as many 

industry conditions as they wished as likely to cause a change. Table 3 lists the 

frequencies with which respondents selected various industry conditions. 

These results provide support for prior literature in general, which has identified 

a variety of determinants of alliance change. For example, these findings confirm that 

opportunistic threat and rivalry (Park and Ungson, 1997) and external shocks (Arino 

and de la Torre, 1998) lead to change. 

Although, the conditions that this research finds are most likely to lead to a 

change may be the most important determinants, it appears that it may not be sufficient 

to focus on a few critical factors. A weakness of some theories is that they view 

instability as having a single cause. For example, Madhok and Tallman (1998) focused 

solely on partner dissatisfaction stemming from unmet expectations and Pearce (1997) 

on management decision making difficulties. 

Distinguishing Dissolution from Sustainment 

Even though strategic alliances tend to have high failure rates, raw figures on 

dissolution rates are not very useful in helping us understand instability (Hennart, Kim 

and Zeng, 1998). For instance, dissolution is not always a sign of failure. Partners may 

plan to dissolve their alliance either at a certain time or when the alliance has achieved 

its goals. Even if its dissolution was unplanned, an alliance is considered a success if it 

i 
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has achieved its goals. Finally, an alliance could be dissolved if it was so successful 

that one partner's share was bought out by either the other partner or a third party. 

Most studies on alliance change have simply investigated whether alliances 

dissolved or were sustained, not the process by which they were dissolved or sustained. 

Hermart et al. noted that, although a few studies have investigated the ways in which 

relationships end, not just whether they end, they have only examined joint ventures 

(JVs). Although alliance sustainment and dissolution have generally been treated as 

two discrete states, in reviewing the cases created in this study, I observed that the state 

of an alliance may be better described as a point on a continuum. In addition to 

dissolving completely, an alliance may also expand or contract, or it may remain 

unchanged. 

Alliances examined in this study were in various states at the end of the period 

under examination. Table 4 provides a description of each alliance examined, along 

with the type of change the alliance experienced and the alliance end-state. The labels 

used to identify each alliance in the table will be used to refer to a particular alliance in 

all future discussion. I considered an alliance sustained if it remained substantially 

intact (although it may have undergone structural or other changes). For example, of 

those alliances that were sustamed, several aUiances expanded in scope and the balance 

remained structurally intact following the change. I considered an alliance dissolved if 

it had been substantially dismantled (even if it continued to exist at some level). In 

most such cases, even if an alliance was sustained at a reduced level prior to dissolution, 

it eventually dissolved completely. In one case, the only link that remained between 
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alliance partners following a change was one firm's minority stake in its partner. In 

another case, an alliance was nearly dissolved except for hostage assets held by one 

partner to ensure that its partner would repay its debt. A short time later, complete 

dissolution ensued. 

Event Listing Results 

In comparing event listings, I found that, although each case had its own 

idiosyncrasies, alliance changes tended to follow one of three patterns. In two cases, 

alliances dissolved abruptly following a period of stability. In six cases, the alliance 

was weakened, but sustained, following the change. In each of these cases, alliance 

termination followed the change within a year. In the remaining eleven cases, alliances 

were sustained indefinitely; they either expanded or remained virtually unchanged. 

Changes that were planned by both partners typically arose and transpired gradually. 

Unplanned changes (from at least one firm's perspective) typically arose and transpired 

quickly. 

I looked for pattems and themes that were common across cases. I compared 

the cases in which alliances were sustained to those in which they dissolved. I found 

that certain alliance characteristics and alliance change characteristics were important in 

sustaining alliances following a change. Although it was rare for all characteristics to 

be present in a case, generally the more that existed, the more likely to aUiance was to 

be sustained. I will discuss each of these pattems by giving examples and discussing 

insights that stemmed from cases. 

1 
\ 
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Discussion of the Evolution of Changes in Select Cases 

Although three general patterns were evident, each case had many distinctive 

characteristics, each change arose and transpired in a slightly different manner. To 

better understand how particular alliance changes evolved and how various factors 

affected whether alliances were sustained or dissolved, it will be useful to discuss 

particular alliances in more depth. Following are brief descriptions of most of the cases 

that I developed, intended to clarify the various ways in which changes evolved and the 

manner in which key factors either helped to sustain alliances or contributed to their 

dissolution. These descriptions exemplify the three alliance change evolutionary 

patterns that I identified particularly well. They set the stage for the development of 

hypotheses that can then be tied to the extant literature as well as these data. 

Cases in which Alliances Dissolved Abruptly 

Alliance 0-3 was a long-term sourcing arrangement. In the early days of the 

alliance, the partners interacted frequently and seemed to have a healthy, although less 

than intimate relationship. However, the buyer made virtually all alliance decisions. 

The supplier relied heavily on the buyer (its largest customer) and invested much time 

and effort in supporting the alliance. The much larger buyer, in contrast, became 

steadily less dependent on the supplier. Interactions were not infrequent, but always 

occurred at lower levels of the buyer firm and tapered off over time. There were no 

close inter-firm friendships and the relationship was largely formal. Many matters were 
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handled over the phone - there was little face to face contact. The alliance was abruptly 

dissolved by the buyer, which had found cheaper substitutes for the components 

supplied by its partner. The president recalled, 

"One day they (the partner firm) were our best customer and sales were great 

and the next day it was over. They found a cheaper source and then they had no 

reason to stick with us. It was like turning off a faucet. They accounted for 50 

percent  o f  a l l  our  orders .  They  jus t  cance l led  a l l  o f  the  open  orders  a t  once  . . . "  

The key factor that led to sudden dissolution of the alliance was the much larger 

partner's declining dependence on its partner. Although the supplier was highly 

dependent on the buyer, mutual dependence was not high. Even so, if the relationship 

between the firms had been stronger, the alliance might have lasted longer. However, 

the relationship was relatively new and partners had not had time to establish trust or 

communication or decision routines to either give the larger firm an incentive to sustain 

the relationship or to work to find another way in which the alliance could be mutually 

beneficial. The partners' relationship was not strong enough to sustain it without high 

mutual dependence. 

Two other alliances ended abruptly. Alliance 0-5, an international joint venture 

started off strong, achieving outcomes that exceeded partner expectations. However, it 

soon deteriorated. Over time the American firm bore an ever greater share of die UV 

financial burden,, at the request of its European partner. At the same time, the American 

firm lost faith in its partner when it leamed of two incidents of sexual harrassment by 

the top executive at the European firm. Finally, the American firm dissolved the 
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alliance, deciding not to sink additional funds into a venture that appeared increasingly 

risky. The alliance was short-lived and the firms had little time to establish decision 

and communication routines that could help them to weather difficulties. Further, even 

though the venture achieved expected outcomes, these outcomes were overshadowed by 

the risks that the American firm perceived. 

Alliance 0-4, a long-term sourcing arrangement, appeared healthy and vibrant 

until it was abruptly dismantled unilaterally. One of the partners, riddled with financial 

problems, ended the alliance in a last-ditch effort to save itself. This alliance was an 

anomaly since the alliance was characterized by a high level of trust, and had 

established effective decision and communication routines. The firms were also highly 

interdependent. If the buyer firm had sought a win-win solution, it is possible that the 

alliance (and the buyer firm) would have been sustained in some fashion because the 

firms would probably have worked out a solution jointly. Instead, an abrupt unilateral 

action by the buyer firm to dissolve the alliance resulted in capitulation by the supplier 

firm. The firms became mortal enemies, each struggling to survive and to minimize the 

damage caused by dissolution. 

Cases in which Alliances Were Weakened and Eventually Dissolved 

In alliance 0-7, a joint distribution arrangement, the partners had a long

standing relationship and trusted each other as a result, based on a history of interaction. 

However, the relationship was not a close one. The firms interacted infrequently and 
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had no need to establish communication and decision routines. A strategic shift by the 

larger partner led to eventual dissolution of the alliance. 

Although the smaller firm had initially been highly dependent on its partner, it 

had acted to reduce its dependence over time until it no longer relied on its partner to 

distribute its products domestically. This increased the likelihood of dissolution 

because mutual dependence was low - neither partner had a strong need to maintain the 

alliance. The president of the smaller firm said that: 

"We depended on them (the partner firm) heavily at first, but then less and 

less. It made sense for the partnership to end because we had gradually been 

moving toward more independence. It wasn't as if we couldn't work together. 

It was just time to move on." 

As a result, the alliance weakened and contracted following the change and eventually 

dissolved. In spite of the partners' long-standing relationship, low mutual dependence 

ensured that the alliance would end. The firms lacked ties that would have given them 

an incentive to maintain the alliance at some level. 

Alliance, 0-15, an alliance between a manufacturer and its dealership, was 

characterized by unilateral decision making and little interaction. The partners relied 

strictly on their contract, rather than on relationship building to maintain the alliance. 

The president of the dealership said,"... we didn't cultivate fnendships at their (the 

partner's) company. It was strictly a business relationship." However, the alliance was 

potentially very lucrative. The president explained, "If it (the alliance) worked, it was 
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potentially very lucrative, but there was a good chance that nothing would come of it. 

Both of us thought we needed each other, but it turned out that wasn't true at all." 

The relationship between partners was strictly contractual. They didn't interact 

much or make decisions together. Both partners tended to act unilaterally. They had 

low mutual dependence because this endeavor was a new, speculative venture for both 

parties. There was no basis for trust since the paitners had no significant previous 

relations. The alliance dissolved before the firms had an opportunity to build a solid 

relationship. The contract was insufficient to sustain the alliance. When one of the 

firms violated the contract, attempting to squeeze its partner out, the fi-agile alliance 

weakened and eventually dissolved. Even though the contract violation, by and large, 

had a modest impact on the firms, a single opportunistic act brought down a potentially 

lucrative alliance because the relationship was too weak to withstand any pressure. A 

lack of trust, infirequent interaction, unilateral decision making, and low mutual 

dependence provided a shaky foundation for a structure that was easily dismantled. 

In alliance 0-17, a dealership, the partners had a professional friendship prior to 

the alliance, although not a close one. When the relationship began, they interacted 

firequently. The manufacturer relied a great deal on the business expertise of the 

dealership at first, even allowing the dealership to configure the alliance contract. By 

virtue of its expertise and the contract that it created, the dealership was able to make 

most important alliance decisions. Trust existed based on a friendship that pre-dated the 

alliance. According to the CEO of the manufacturing firm, everything seemed great at 

first. He said, 
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"We were very happy that someone that knew the ropes was guiding us. They 

(the partner firm) seemed to know everything that we didn't. It was like having 

a consultant lead us step by step. We were happy to follow their 

recommendations at the time." 

After the contract was formalized, the partners' relationship changed. 

Interactions declined and the manufacturer, which formerly had believed itself 

dependent on the dealership's expertise, gradually realized that it would be better off 

without the alliance. Although the manufacturer had trusted the dealership implicitly, it 

later realized that its partner was not looking out for its best interests and that trust had 

been misplaced or premature. The manufacturer also became frustrated by its lack of 

control based on the contract configured by the dealership. The dealership had made 

few sales and seemed to devote its efforts primarily to other manufacturer's products. 

Further, the manufacturer was precluded from selling its products through other 

channels by the alliance contract. The CEO of the manufacturing firm explained, 

"The rigidity of the contract stifled us, keeping us from growing and doing what 

we needed to do. The only way to accomplish our goals seemed to be to get out 

of the partnership so we could do what we thought best. It looked like they (the 

partner firm) were promoting other products and neglecting ours. I felt cut off 

from customers because the contract precluded me from dealing with them 

di rec t ly . . . "  
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The manufacturer demanded a new contract, which would give it much more 

fireedom and reduce its partner's role, essentially shrinking the alliance. The new 

contract weakened the alliance and led to its eventual dissolution. The change benefited 

the manufacturer a great deal, giving it the freedom to develop the market for its 

products. Its partner was affected very little. The key factors in the dissolution of 

alliance 0-17 were low mutual dependence, declining interaction, diminished trust, and 

a unilaterally driven change. 

Alliance 0-9 consisted of a joint venture between a large Chinese holding firm 

and a small American manufacturer. The firms had no basis on which to trust each 

other, having no previous relations. The president of the American firm explained, 

"They would agree with my ideas in a meeting and then go and do the opposite - they 

couldn't be trusted." 

The partners interacted sporadically and frequently had misunderstandings. The 

president said,"... communication was poor at best. Our employees didn't get along 

with their (the partner firm's) employees. We resented them for pushing us around." 

The Chinese partner tried to dominate the alliance whether overtly or covertly, 

at times acting unilaterally. The American partner was more dependent on the alliance 

than its Chinese partner. 

At one point, after the partners had already weathered some disagreements and 

alliance failures, the Chinese partner unilaterally reduced the scope of the alliance, yet 

denied its actions. The partners' relationship quickly deteriorated and was followed 

months later by dissolution. 
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Alliance 0-9 had numerous factors working against its success. The key factors 

that led to the dissolution of alliance 0-9 were a lack of trust, unilateral decision 

making, infrequent interaction, moderate mutual dependence and one partner's 

imilateral action that weakened the partners' relationship and led to dissolution. A weak 

relationship between partners with low mutual dependence was easily toppled by one 

partner's unilateral action. 

Alliance 0-18 was a joint venture between two domestic manufacturers. The 

alliance was based on a professional friendship, although the parties had not been close 

friends, nor had they been friends for more than a few years. However, the friendship 

led the partners to trust each other enough to form a joint venture. However, as the 

alliance progressed, the larger firm's owner began to realize that his partner was not 

trustworthy. The owner explained, "The biggest problem was that I couldn't trust him 

(the owner of the partner firm). I gave him lots of chances, but he kept letting me 

down. He took advantage of me. I learned the hard way that he was unreliable and it 

cost me a lot." 

The smaller firm was highly dependent on its partner. Finally, the larger firm's 

owner decided unilaterally to limit his risk and acted to reduce the scope of the alliance 

and to reduce his firm's stake in it. The larger firm's owner reflected on his decision to 

take a stand, saying, 

"He (the oNvner of the partner firm) wasn't paying his bills. He kept pushing for 

faster growth than we could handle. He was a real dreamer. Things were 
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getting way out of hand. I knew that I had to do something before it was too late 

and he buried us both." 

This change had a major impact on both partners and led to eventual dissolution. 

The key factors that led to dissolution of the alliance were a lack of trust, moderate 

mutual dependence, and a unilaterally planned change that had a major impact on both 

partners. 

Alliance 0-12 consisted of a joint production arrangement between two 

manufacturers. In this relationship, inter-firm trust was high, the firms interacted 

frequently and the change the alliance experienced had a mild impact on the partners. 

These factors were insufficient to sustain the alliance, though. The firms were close and 

the owners had known each other and worked together for many years. The alliance was 

based on a prior professional relationship. The owner of the smaller firm said, "I had 

been involved with the company for years. They were like family. I knew everyone 

there . . . "  

Although the alliance was successful, one partner dominated the other, making 

decisions and setting strategic direction. The other partner was fiiistrated with its lack 

of input and control. The owner explained,"... fiiistration was the reason I decided to 

end the partnership. I was tired of him (the owner of the partner firm) making all the 

decisions. He wasn't willing to pursue my ideas. I wanted to do things my way for a 

change." 
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The partners had low mutual dependence. One firm unilaterally acted to end the 

alliance. Instead the firms agreed to sustain it at a reduced level, although it was 

eventually dissolved. The key factors that led to a weakened alliance that contracted for 

alUance 0-12 were low mutual dependence, unilateral decision making, and a change 

that was plarmed unilaterally. 

Cases in which Alliances were Strengthened and Sustained Indefinitely 

Alliance 0-11, a long-term sourcing arrangement, had been in place for years at 

the time an alliance change occurred such that inter-firm trust was established. The 

partners knew what to expect from and depended on each other. The buyer was 

dependent on the supplier because it had no acceptable substitutes. The vice president 

said, 

"We tried to find an alternate supplier so we would have more flexibility and it 

was a disaster. We don't know who else can meet our specifications. These 

guys (the partner firm) know how to figure out what we want even if we don't 

spell it out clearly on drawings. That's worth a lot." 

Although the supplier could have replaced its partoer, it would have taken much 

time and effort to find new customers. Interaction occurred firequently to address 

specifications, designs, and processes. The supplier firm was sold abruptly. However, 

the sale affected the alliance modestly as the new owner made few changes and strove 

to continue to satisfy the firm's alliance partner. After a few months, the modest effects 

of the change were no longer evident and the alliance was sustained. 
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The key factors that sustained alliance 0-11 were frequent interaction, high 

interfirm trust, and high mutual dependence. Although the alliance experienced an 

unplatmed change, an ownership change for one firm, the change had a modest impact 

on both partners and actually strengthened the alliance. 

In alliance O-IO one partner was Japanese and the other was American. Both 

firms had only a handful of employees. In spite of the language barrier and the great 

distance between the firms, the alliance thrived. The partners learned how to 

communicate to effectively manage the alliance. Prior to the change, the alliance had 

been in existence for a few years. 

Although the partners were not able to interact frequently, they made decisions 

together and trust developed over time. The alliance was characterized by moderate 

mutual dependence. The partners agreed to implement a strategic shift. Instead of 

targeting only the institutional market in Japan, they agreed to attempt to enter the 

commercial market. Although the change was jointly planned, it wrought numerous 

surprises and challenges. The president of the American firm explained, "We missed 

promised delivery dates and struggled to fill orders, but we worked together to solve 

problems. . . "  

Although the partners struggled to meet customer expectations, the launch was 

successftil and the alliance was strengthened as a result. The key factors that sustained 

the relationship were trust, joint decision making and joint planning of the alliance 

change. 
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In alliance 0-14 although the firms had no history together prior to forming a 

long-term sourcing alliance, the relationship grew to be an important one for both firms. 

No other suitable substitutes existed for the buyer. The supplier firm account manager 

responsible for the buyer firm's account explained, 

"We were never worried about losing them even though they were bought out 

because they have no alternative. No other firm has the technology to do what 

we can do. We knew that the relationship was secure unless we decided to end 

it." 

There was frequent interaction between the firms due to the technical nature of 

the complex, customized products that the supplier produced for its partner. The 

account manager said, "We treat all of our customers well, but this one gets special 

attention because it's such a potentially lucrative account and they are so demanding." 

However, the buyer firequently made decisions unilaterally. According to the 

account manager, 

"They (the partner firm) annoy us to death with requests and changes and they 

have cost us a fortune. They always change their minds and their plans 

fi-equently. They require a lot of maintenance, but, I guess as a result, we know 

them real well and we know how to work together." 

Trust developed over time as the firms learned that they could depend on each other to 

fiilfill obligations. This helped sustain the alliance. The change came abruptly as a 

third party acquired the buyer fiirm. 

i 
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The key factors that sustained the alliance were trust, interaction and 

dependence. The alliance was sustained largely because of the buyer firm's dependence 

on its partner. Although the acquisition forced the buyer firm to strive to achieve 

profitability, the alliance was maintained after a period during which all projects were 

put on hold. Thus, the alliance was sustained following the acquisition 

Alliance 0-8 was a long-term sourcing arrangement. The alliance was 

sustained, in part, because the change was plarmed and executed jointly. The partners 

agreed to overhaul the way in which the alliance was managed. They plarmed and 

implemented the new mgmt system together successfully, contributing to alliance 

sustainment. According the vice president at the buyer firm, 

" . . .  I t  w a s  a  c r i t i c a l  t i m e .  W e  w e r e  c l o s e  t o  w a l k i n g  a w a y ,  w h i c h  w o u l d  h a v e  

been costly and difficult. But they were willing to fix the problems. We met 

with a number of their key people and they committed to doing whatever it took 

to make us happy. Both sides pitched in and nobody dropped the ball." 

The alliance change had a modest impact on both firms. The alliance was sustained and 

strengthened following the change. 

In some cases, alliance partners learned that interaction and joint decision 

making were needed even though early in the relationship, they relied on contracts more 

than personal interaction. AlUance 0-8 began with little inter-firm interaction. 

However, eventually the partners achieved fi"equent interaction, joint decision making, 

and effective communication that enabled them to avoid and resolve problems. It not 
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only helped the partners sustain the alliance, but they also achieved lower costs and 

higher product quality as a result. As a vice president for the buyer firm reported, 

"More people are involved in managing the alliance now. The responsibility for 

managing the relationship is no longer limited to the purchasing group. It's more 

widely distributed based on what makes sense. It's a joint effort with several 

groups taking responsibility for communicating and following up. It's not so 

much that the relationship has deepened, but the communication has improved." 

The alliance was sustained in large part due to the dependence of the buyer, 

even though the supplier was not highly dependent on its partner. In some cases I 

observed that this discrepancy results in dissolution as the non-dependent partner either 

acts opportunistically or decides that the alliance is urmeeded. However, in this case, 

the alliance was sustained because the buyer was dependent on the supplier and the 

supplier had more to gain by sustaining the alliance than by ending the alliance. Other 

key factors were the joint plaiming of the change and modest impact of the change. 

In alliance 0-2 high mutual dependence ensured that the alliance would be 

sustained. Both partners had no viable alternative to the alliance and depended on 

alliance success for firm success. The change consisted of one firm's unilateral move to 

replace the individual responsible for managing the alliance. The change had little 

impact because members of both firms had leamed to effectively manage the alliance in 

spite of the inept manager. They interacted as needed and make decisions jointly to 

make the alliance a success. 

i 
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Alliance 0-2 consisted of a long-term sourcing arrangement. The strength of 

the relationship between partners was great enough to sustain the alliance through a 

change; it was characterized by frequent interaction and joint decision making and the 

partners were mutually dependent. Finally, the change had little effect even though it 

was unilateral and unplaimed. Alliance dissolution would have been costly for both 

parties. Dependence alone may have been sufficient to sustain the alliance. The 

president of the supplier firm explained, "The relationship never seemed threatened. It 

was very unlikely that it would be allowed to end." 

Partners were able in part to smoothly withstand a unilateral, unplanned change 

of alliance management because, although they had not worked together frequently 

previously, they were familiar with each other. Further, both firms were small, which 

eliminated the risk of bureaucratic snafus. Finally, both decision making and interfirm 

interaction had been de-centralized and because partners had learned to manage the 

alliance without the manager. The manager was inept so the change had positive 

outcomes and little impact on the partners. Numerous individuals accepted the 

responsibility for communicating across company lines as necessary. Further, partners 

worked well together, collaborating effectively. According to the president of the 

supplier firm, 

"The schedule was so aggressive that no one could afford to wait to be told what 

was needed. Everyone just did what was needed without direction and, if they 

needed more information, they knew who to get it fi-om. When you have to go 
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around the manager to get things done, you don't miss him much when he's 

gone." 

Under what were difficult circumstances, the relationship between the partner 

firms was strengthened and personal friendships formed. The key factors that sustained 

alliance 0-2 were high mutual dependence, frequent interaction, joint decision making 

and the modest impact of the change on the firms. 

Alliance 0-6 consisted of a joint venture between firms that had a buyer-

supplier relationship prior to forming a JV. The partners had a basis for trust since they 

were co-located and were already engaged in an arm's-length buyer-supplier 

relationship. They interacted frequently and made decisions jointly. However, they 

were not highly dependent on the JV since it was a speculative venture. There was 

nothing binding them except a contract and the hope that the venture would be 

successful. The venture was struggling and the partners jointly considered abandoning 

it. As the CEO of the manufacturing firm said, "You can only drag a dead horse for so 

long before you cut it loose." Instead, the firms jointly decided to persevere, the 

change, a strategic shift, was planned jointly, and it had a big impact on the firms. 

Shortly thereafter, the JV became highly successftil, causing the partners to scramble to 

meet demand. The partnership was sustained and strengthened but not expanded. 

Although mutual dependence was low, the firms had a fairly strong relationship 

as a result of their pre-existing ties. They made decisions jointly and interacted 

regularly. It may have helped that they were co-located and both very small. The firms 

had relatively low mutual dependence because the venture was speculative. Since the 
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change was jointly planned, it did not adversely affect the alliance. The key factors that 

led to sustainment for alliance 0-6 were interfirm trust, frequent interaction, joint 

decision making prior to the change and the fact that the change was planned jointly. 

Alliance 0-19 was a long-term sourcing arrangement. In all, the partners had 

conducted business together for fifteen to twenty years. Thus, interfirm trust was high. 

The partners became increasingly embedded over time, with the supplier providing 

increasingly complex assemblies and finished products and assemblies to its partner. 

The relationship became increasingly strategic, as the supplier furnished assistance in 

designing products, components and processes. Mutual dependence was high. 

According to the Director of Manufacturing for the supplier firm, "Ending the 

relationship between the two firms would be very bad for both sides because we are 

their largest supplier and they are our largest customer. We have been doing business 

for over a decade." 

The partners interacted frequently and made numerous decisions jointly. The 

Director put it this way, "Our engineers talk frequently with their engineers. It's a pretty 

informal relationship with lots of phone calls. There are no rules about who can call 

whom." 

The change occurred when the supplier purchased one of its partner's product 

lines. The change was planned and executed smoothly with both partners working 

together to ensure a smooth transition. The change had a moderate, but positive impact 

on both firms. The key factors that sustained alliance 0-19 were fi"equent interaction, 
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joint decision making, high interfirm trust, high mutual dependence and a change that 

was planned jointly and that had a modest, positive impact on both partners. 

Alliance 0-16 was a long-term sourcing agreement between two firms quite 

different in size. The alliance was unusual in one respect. Although one partner was 

much smaller than the other was, alliance decisions were made jointly. However, 

decisions agreed to by the larger firm had to be approved at higher levels of 

management and the larger partner took a more legalistic approach to the alliance, 

insisting on documentation and written agreements. 

Prior to forming a long-term sourcing alliance, the partners had a short history 

together in an arm's length buyer-supplier relationship. The alliance was marked by 

moderate mutual dependence. Interfirm interaction was handled by a handful of 

individuals, but they interacted regularly and the relationship was healthy and not at all 

one-sided. The vice president of the supplier firm said, "We have a friendly relationship 

and we work closely with them, not just over the phone but face to face. We know each 

other ' s  phone  number  by  hear t . . . "  

The decision to create a joint venture, the alliance change, was ver>' calculated, 

and jointly and thoroughly planned. Again, in spite of the partners' size differential, 

decisions were made jointly. According to the vice president, "The joint venture is a 

natural extension of our long-term sourcing agreement. It's not as if either party is 

pushing the other around. Its'just a natural next step in a good relationship. It just 

makes sense to take a good product that we'd developed to the next stage - production. 

We saw no reason that both companies couldn't benefit." 
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The firms pursued the joint venture as a result of the strength of the existing 

alliance. The change had a modest impact on the partners. The relationship was 

sustained after the change. The firms worked surprisingly well together, making joint 

decisions and sharing responsibilities equally in spite of their size differential. The 

relationship was strong enough to withstand shocks and yet the partners worked so well 

together that shocks or surprises were minimized. Key factors that sustained the 

alliance were joint decision making, frequent interaction, trust, and a jointly planned 

change that had a modest impact on the firms. 

Cross-Case Comparison Results 

I compared the nineteen cases along two dimensions. First, alliances in which 

outcomes of the change were positive, on balance, were compared to alliances in which 

outcomes were negative. Second, alliances that dissolved were compared to sustained 

alliances. These differences pertained to either conditions prior to alliance changes or 

characteristics of the changes themselves. Tables 5 and 6 list the factors that appeared 

most frequently in the cross-case analyses. Both comparisons (e.g., sustained vs. 

dissolved alliances, alliances with positive vs. negative outcomes) showed that 

differences existed between the respective sets of cases. 

For each alliance change, I made a judgement on whether outcomes were 

positive or negative irrespective of whether an alliance was sustained or dissolved. I 

listed all of the outcomes identified m the case (other than sustainment/dissolution) and 

evaluated them as a whole to determine if they were largely positive or negative. 
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Although outcomes in most cases appeared to be either clearly positive or negative, in 

cases in which I found it difficult to make a judgment, I reviewed the text for comments 

from the respondent that indicated the extent to which outcomes were positive or 

negative. 

In comparing cases with positive vs. negative outcomes, I observed that alliance 

changes frequently resulted in both positive and negative outcomes for a particular 

alliance partner. However, for all alliances that dissolved, negative alliance outcomes 

outweighed positive outcomes. Also, the benefits or costs stemming from a change 

were often not shared equally by partners, especially when the alliance dissolved. In 

some cases, one firm acted opportunistically, benefiting at the expense of the other. 

I found that, in all but one case, the alliances that were sustained were the ones 

in which outcomes were positive and that the alliances that dissolved were those in 

which outcomes were negative. The factors that most affected both the likelihood that 

an alliance would be sustained and that a change would yield positive outcomes were: 

(I) mutual partner dependence, (2) joint decision making, (3) interfirm trust, (4) 

interfirm interaction, (5) the manner in which the change was planned, and (6) the 

impact of the change. Because findings were so similar, I abandoned flulher study of 

comparisons of alliances with positive vs. negative outcomes and focused solely on 

comparisons of sustained vs. dissolved alliances. 

I looked for patterns and themes that were common across cases. I found that 

certain alliance characteristics and alliance change characteristics were more prevalent 

in alliances that had been sustained following a change. Althougli it was rare for all 
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characteristics to be present in a case, in sustained alliances it was common for more 

than one to be present. 

I compared the cases in which alliances were sustained to those in which they 

dissolved. I found that three patterns were evident. An alliance either (1) dissolved 

abruptly and completely, (2) it experienced a change that weakened it and led to 

eventual dissolution, or (3) it experienced a change and was strengthened as a result. 

In some cases, alliances were sustained because partners depended on them a 

great deal, even if other determinants of sustainment were not present. Hence, mutual 

dependence was a key determinant of sustainment. If only one partner had high 

dependence, at times alliances dissolved and at times, other factors helped sustain the 

alliance. 

Alliance 0-8 was sustained largely due to the buyer's dependence on the 

supplier. The supplier was not highly dependent on the buyer in this case. Frequently 

when only one partner is dependent, an alliance is headed for trouble. Such situations 

frequently lead to opportunism. 

The extent to which firms are mutually dependent is a key factor that helps 

sustain alliances following a change. Even in cases in which relational quality was 

poor, if mutual dependence was high, frequently alliances were sustained. In fact, in 

some cases, as alliances were sustained due to partner dependence in spite of poor 

relational quality, relational quality improved following the change. Since the firms had 

no choice but to make the alliance work, they developed aids to make alliance 
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maintenance easier - they increased their frequency of interaction and worked together 

to solve problems. 

In Alliance 0-8, even though the firms had a poorly maintained relationship and 

little basis for trust, they sustained the alliance largely because the buyer needed the 

alliance and the supplier had nothing to gain by dissolving it. Even though the firms 

lacked effective communication and decision routines prior to the change, they 

developed such routines quickly at the time of the change. 

In alliance 0-9, although neither partner was highly dependent on the other, one 

partner was more dependent on the alliance that the other was. The relationship was 

young and they had not yet established effective communication and decision routines. 

The change, a reduction in the scope of the alliance, led to eventual dissolution because 

the partners were neither highly interdependent, nor was their relationship strong. 

However, dependence was a double-edged sword. In cases where only one firm 

was dependent on the other, alliances often dissolved because only one firm had an 

incentive to maintain it. Furthermore, in some cases, such situations were an invitation 

to the non-dependent firm to act opportimistically. 

It was rare for alliances characterized by high mutual dependence to dissolve. 

However, if a devastating change was capable of ending alliances in spite of the joint 

need of the alliance. Frequently, changes that were planned imilaterally were instances 

of opportunism by one partner. Such changes were likely to result in dissolution. 

Minor changes were unlikely to result in dissolution even if relational quality was poor 

and mutual dependence was low. On the other hand, major changes, especially if 
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completely unplamied or planned unilaterally were more likely to result in dissolution 

regardless of other factors. 

Infrequently, one of the key factors identified in this study was sufficient to 

sustain an alliance. However, in most cases, two or more key factors contributed to 

sustainment. In some alliances (e.g., alliance 0-11, alliance 0-14) three factors were 

sufficient for sustainment. The firms in alliance O-ll, a long-term sourcing 

arrangement, had a long history (over a decade) during which to establish trust. As a 

result, each firm was able to depend on the other to fiilfill its obligations and to act 

predictably. The partners had also established effective decision and communication 

systems. They also planned the change together, which also contributed to alliance 

sustainment. 

For example, in alliance 0-2, the partners had little basis for trust, since their 

relationship was young at the time of the change. Nor had they been able to establish 

communication and decision routines to help them cope with changes. However, they 

were highly dependent on each other and learned to work together to sustain the alliance 

and make it successftil since they refiised to let the alliance fail. As in alliance 0-8, 

although the firms developed effective decision and communication systems out of 

necessity at the time of the change. 

In some alliances, nearly all of the factors worked together to bring about 

sustaiimient. For example, alliance 0-16 was characterized by trust and effective 

decision and communication routines. In addition, the change was plarmed jointly and 

its impact on the firms was modest. In alliance 0-19, the firms had a healthy, long-
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Standing relationship that was also characterized by trust and effective decision and 

communication routines. In this case, the alliance partners were also highly 

interdependent as well. Finally, they planned a change together, which had a modest 

impact on each firm. 

Hypotheses 

Having used Study I data to identify key differences between alliances that were 

sustained vs. dissolved following a change, I constructed hypotheses on the factors that 

help sustain alliances following a change. I will now introduce those hypotheses and 

discuss whether they are in agreement with the prior literature. 

The existence of an alliance implies that partners interact as demanded to meet 

alliance goals. However, after some alliances are formed, partner firms neglect to 

monitor and manage them until crises arise. Other alliances are marked by high 

visibility, ongoing involvement of top executives, and frequent interfirm interaction at 

all levels. Interfirm interaction affects alliance longevity. 

Researchers have provided evidence of the importance of interaction in 

alliances. Powell (1990) noted that reciprocity and collaboration are critical in an 

alliance. Larson (1992) found that personal relationships, reciprocity and cooperation 

are critical in alliances and that a lack of prior interaction and underdeveloped personal 

relationships cause difficulty in alliances. Anderson and Weitz (1992) found that open 

communication increases tlie likelihood of achieving joint objectives. Borys and 

Jemison (1989) argued that a lack of information sharing causes difficulty in alliances. 
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Mohr and Spekman (1994) found that among the factors that best predict the success of 

an alliance are coordination, information sharing, and participation and that information 

asymmetry causes difficulties in alliances. Meyer, Alvarez, and Blasick (1994) 

observed that cooperation is a key determinant of success for alliances. Finally, 

Seabright, Levinthal, and Fichman (1992) found that individual attachments increase 

alliance longevity. Individual attachments are strengthened over time as individuals 

engage in exchange activities. 

Alliances 2,6,11,13,14,16,19 were all characterized by frequent interfirm 

interaction. Each alliance was sustained following the change that it experienced. 

Frequent interaction enabled partners to develop interpersonal relationships and to treat 

each other as more than simply parties to a contractual agreement. 

In alliance 0-2, frequent interaction led to interpersonal relationships 

commitment to the alliance. Interpersonal connections and commitments make it more 

likely that members of partner firms will advocate continuing to work together rather 

than starting over with strangers. 

In the cases in which interaction was a factor, interaction typically occurred at 

all levels of the firms, although interaction was usually less frequent at higher levels. 

Interaction led to friendships as embeddedness increased. In some cases, the lines 

between the partner firms blurred, as members of the firms treated each other as if the 

firms had merged. As a result, numerous members of both firms expected the alliance 

to continue indefinitely. Members of both firms strongly prefenred maintaining the 
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existing alliance and the associated interpersonal relationships rather than starting over 

with members of other firms. 

Hypothesis 1: The greater the frequency of partner interaction prior to an 

alliance change, the greater the likelihood that the alliance will be sustained 

following the change. 

The manner in which alliance decisions are made affects the strength of the 

bond between members of the partner firms, the likelihood that they will buy into 

decisions, and the likelihood that decisions will be implemented effectively. Alliance 

structure can either improve or stifle the ability to make alliance decisions jointly. 

Blodgett (1992) found that 50-50 shared management arrangements are sustained longer 

than dominant partner arrangements. This indicates that joint decision making may 

affect alliance longevity because partners are less Ukely to engage in joint decision 

making when one partner is dominant. Although the manner in which alliance 

decisions are made may be determined by alliance structure (i.e., dominant partner 

arrangements vs. 50-50 shared management arrangements), in other cases, alliance 

decision making may depend more on the relative dependence of partners, their prior 

history or the difference in their size. 

Researchers and theorists have acknowledged the importance of decision 

making in maintaining an alliance. They have found that alliance decision making 

problems can affect alliance success and survival. Problems arise firequently because 

partners have different agendas, methods, systems and cultures. Pearce (1997) found 
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that management decision making difficulties due to factionalism and organizational 

differences may lead to alliance dissolution. 

Although competition is prized in capitalistic markets, competitive success may 

actually hinder alliance decision making. Niederkofler (1991) observed that a major 

cause of aUiance dissolution is the inability of managers to cooperate - they are only 

trained to compete. Doz (1988), Hamel, Doz and Prahalad (1989), as v^^ell as Lei and 

Slocum (1992), argued that competition vs. collaboration dynamics are a source of Joint 

decision making has been identified as a determinant of alliance success and 

sustainment by Meyer, Alvarez, and Blasick (1994), as well as Mohr and Spekman 

(1994). difficulty for alliances. Saxton (1997) found that shared decision making is 

related to alliance performance and partner satisfaction with the alliance. Anderson and 

Narus (1990) found that cooperation and the ability to deal functionally with conflict 

affects the success of an alliance. Thus, although effective joint decision making may 

be uncommon and difficult to accomplish, it appears to positively affect alliance 

continuity. 

Hypothesis 2: The greater the extent to which alliance partners make alliance 

decisions jointly prior to an alliance change, the greater the likelihood that the 

alliance will be sustained following the change. 
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If interfirm trust is absent, an alliance resembles an arms-length relationship. 

Trust enables partners to commit to long-range plans and to rely on each other to 

behave predictably and continue to provide needed resources. 

A number of scholars have identified trust as a factor in alliance sustainment 

and success. Fichman and Levinthal (1991) argued that trust is one element of an initial 

stock of alliance assets that help sustain alliances. Anderson and Weitz (1989) observed 

that trust increases the likelihood of alliance continuity. Anderson and Narus (1990) 

and Meyer, Alvarez, and Blasick (1994) found that mutual trust is one of the factors that 

determine the success of an alliance, as did Mohr and Spekman (1994). Larson (1992) 

also found that trust is critical in an alliance. Powell (1990) cited a lack of trust as a 

source of difficulty in alliances. Hence, trust appears to help sustain alliances by 

enabling partners to know what to expect from each other and by preventing acts of 

opportunism. 

Hypothesis 3: The greater the level of trust between alliance partners prior to an 

alliance change, the greater the likelihood that the alliance will be sustained 

following the change. 

Alliances are increasingly used by organizations to help them achieve their 

goals. Alliances form because each partner offers resources that the other needs and 

finds difficult or impossible to provide fi-om within (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). 

However, even though the degree to which partners are dependent on each other varies 
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from alliance to alliance and within a particular alliance from one time to another, the 

greater the level of mutual dependence, the less likely an alliance is to end. 

Although an alliance is unlikely to exist without partners having some minimal 

degree of mutual dependence, frequently there is a discrepancy in the degree to which 

partners are dependent on each other. Alliances with low mutual dependence or a 

discrepancy in dependence have a greater risk of ending than those with high mutual 

dependence. 

WTiile resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) provides a 

theoretical basis for the importance of dependence in interfirm relationships, other 

scholars have theorized about various ways in which changes in dependence affect 

alliance longevity. Inkpen and Beamish (1997) claimed that when a firm acquires the 

skills of its partner, the change in bargaining power and dependence will lead to an 

alliance change. Dussauge, Garrette, and Mitchell (2000) agreed that the extent to 

which a firm is able to learn from its partner and acquire the partner's capabilities 

affects alliance dissolution. Similarly, Ebers (1999) argued that the ease with which 

exchanged resources can be accessed, measured and transferred affects alliance 

longevity by making the alliance obsolete as soon as a firm is able to eliminate the need 

to rely on its partner for resources. 

Empirical evidence has also shown that changes in dependence affect alliance 

longevity. Fichman and Levinthal (1991) found that a change in a buyer's needs 

increases the likelihood that it will switch suppliers. Others have also found that 
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changes in resource needs increase the likelihood of alliance dissolution (Larson, 1992; 

Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman, 1992). 

Hypothesis 4: The more dependent that alliance partners are on each other prior 

to an alliance change, the greater the likelihood that the alliance will be 

sustained following the change. 

A key assumption of some scholars (e.g., hikpen and Beamish, 1997; Das and 

Teng, 2000) is that alliance instabihty consists of alliance changes that are unplanned 

from the perspective of one or more partners. Researchers have presumed that 

unplanned changes are more likely than planned changes to adversely affect an alliance. 

Study 1 furnished evidence that unplanned changes frequently result in negative 

outcomes. 

If a change is unplanned by either partner (e.g., a hostile takeover of one firm by 

a third party), it is likely to result in negative outcomes because partners are unable to 

prepare for it. Typically, if one firm plans a change, either the balance of power is in its 

favor, or it acts opportunistically. Either way the firm benefits at the expense of its 

partner. 

A change planned by both partners is less likely to result in negative outcomes 

than an unplarmed change. Partners seek to implement the change so that both benefit 

from it and associated risks and costs are minimal. If benefits of the change are not 

expected to exceed its costs, a joint decision will prevent it from being implemented. 

However, changes in which one partner benefits at the expense of the other, or in which 
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costs outweigh benefits, are not likely to be implemented if partners jointly decide 

whether to pursue such a change. 

Hypothesis 5: The greater the extent to which an alliance change is planned 

rather than unplanned, the greater the likelihood that the alliance will be 

sustained following the change. 

Hypothesis 6: The greater the extent to which an alliance change is planned 

jointly rather than unilaterally, the greater the likelihood that the alliance will 

be sustained following the change. 

When research on instability began, scholars limited their research to major, 

rather than minor, alliance changes. Even as researchers have expanded the ways they 

define and operationalize instability to include changes other than termination, changes 

have been limited to major ones (e.g., ownership and/or management structure 

reconfiguration, changes in strategic direction, and contract renegotiation) that are likely 

to have a significant effect on alliance performance (Yan and Zeng (1999). 

Past research has focused on major changes because they are likely to have a 

greater effect on alliance outcomes than minor changes. In Study 1,1 found that major 

changes are more likely to lead to dissolution than minor changes, and that, the smaller 

the impact of a change on alliance partners, the more likely an alliance is to be 

sustained. 

1 li 
I 
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Hypothesis 7: The less the impact of an alliance change on alliance partners, the 

greater the likelihood that the alliance will be sustained following the change. 

Development of a Theoretical Model 

I developed Model 1 (see Figure 1) based on results of the cross-case analysis 

for dissolved vs. sustained alliances. The model is also supported by prior research, as 

will be discussed below when hypotheses stemming from the model are introduced. 

The model predicts whether an alliance will be sustained following a change based on 

characteristics of the alliance prior to the change and characteristics of the change itself. 

As shown in the model, whether an alliance is sustained following an alliance change is 

determined by a set of conditions that exist prior to the change (mutual dependence of 

the partners and the state of interactions between them) and the intensity of the change 

itself. The model's predictors are frequency of interaction, joint vs. unilateral decision 

making, trust, dependence of partner A on partner B, dependence of partner B on 

partner A, the extent to which an alliance change is planned, whether an alliance change 

is planned unilaterally or jointly, and the impact of an alliance change. 

The ability of an alliance to weather a change is based on the state of the alliance 

prior to the change, as well as to the nature of the change. An alliance that is weak prior 

to a change may struggle to survive even a minor change, whereas, an alliance diat is 

well-managed, and in which the bond between partners is strong, is more likely to 

successfully navigate any sort of change. The strength of the bond between alliance 

partners is based on the extent to which they need each other (dependence), the extent to 
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which they trust each other, and the manner in which they work together (interaction 

and decision making). 

An alliance in which the bond between partners is weak (e.g., low dependence 

and low interaction) is under a constant threat of dissolution. An alliance change may 

act as a catalyst, hastening the demise of an alliance that was destined for eventual 

dissolution. On the other hand, an alliance in which the bond between partners is strong 

is more likely to weather changes. 

Each of the factors in the model is important, but often not all exist at once. At 

times one factor such as dependence is enough to sustain an alliance in spite of the 

absence or presence of other factors. For instance, if alliance partners have high mutual 

dependence, the alliance may be nearly unshakable. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - STUDY 2 

In this chapter I will discuss how and why Study 2 was conducted and how the 

study population was selected. I will also review the methods used to collect data, the 

variables of interest and the measures used. The design and execution of the primary 

data collection instrument, a questionnaire, will be summarized. Finally, I will discuss 

data analysis techniques used and identify shortcomings of the study. 

Analysis of Study 1 data enabled me to develop a theoretical model on alliance 

change (see Figure 1), which I then tested in Study 2. The model predicts whether a 

strategic alliance is sustained or dissolved following an alliance change. Since Study I 

lacked external validity because the study population consisted of only small Arizona 

optics firms, I tested the model on a larger, more diverse population of small high-tech 

Arizona manufacturers in Study 2. The study consisted of a survey that made use of a 

short mailed questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was divided into four sections: 1) general questions and 

instructions, 2) characteristics of the alliance, 2) characteristics of the alliance change, 

and 4) effects of the alliance change. The items used in the questiormaire are found in 

Form 4. I designed the questionnaire to be short and user-friendly, to increase the 

response rate. It was revised numerous times as I pilot-tested it and gathered feedback 

from friends, colleagues and department members. Most items were formatted so 
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respondents could circle a number on a Likert scale or put a check in a box, making 

responses easy to code. Since the questionnaire was sent to executives, I took steps to 

increase the likelihood that respondents would receive the questionnaire and be 

motivated to complete and return it. The cover letter briefly explained the purpose and 

importance of the study, asked for cooperation and provided an incentive, a two dollar 

United Way contribution for each questionnaire completed and returned. Respondents 

were directed to retum the questionnaire blank if their firm had not experienced a 

change. 

I customized the cover letter for each industry in the study population to 

increase buy-in (see sample letter in Appendix 7). Each cover letter was signed by 

Mark Zupan, Dean of the Karl Eller Graduate School of Management, as well as 

myself Brief, yet sufficient, instructions to complete the questionnaire were embedded 

in it so respondents could complete it if the cover letter was lost. Although I included a 

stamped, addressed envelope for its retum, contact and mailing information were also 

listed on the questionnaire. Respondents were urged to contact me if they needed help 

or additional information and asked to indicate an interest in receiving study results. 

Assumptions, Terns and Definitions 

As in Study 1, to avoid confusion, rather than use the term 'mstability' on the 

questionnaire, I used the term 'strategic alliance change' or simply 'the change'. In 

Study 1,1 had sought to investigate major changes (e.g., contract renegotiations, 

management restructuring). In Study 2, however, I realized that limiting alliance 
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changes to major ones would cause respondents to screen out interesting changes, 

reducing the number of completed questionnaires retumed. Hence, the questionnaire 

asked respondents to select any alliance change (major or minor) other than formation 

or termination. Formation was inappropriate because an alliance cannot experience a 

change prior to its existence. Termination was inappropriate because it was a dependent 

variable. 

Although I preferred to carefully guide respondents to select only certain types 

of alliances and changes (i.e., important alliances, major changes), I provided minimal 

instructions and allowed respondents much leeway for several reasons. First, it was 

important that instructions be brief and easy to follow. Questionnaire recipients would 

be unlikely to participate if instnictions were lengthy or cumbersome. Second, even if 

recipients chose to participate, complex and confusing instructions may have resulted in 

useless or inaccurate data. Third, the more restrictive the criteria for selecting alliances 

and changes, the less likely that respondents would know of examples that met the 

criteria. Fourth, I believed that respondents would be more likely to report on important 

than trivial alliances and major than minor changes due to the salience of important 

alliances and major changes. 

Study Population 

Study 2 was conducted to test the hypotheses generated from Study 1 data. 

Since I had examined a single industry. Study 1 lacked generalizability to other 

industries. The Study 2 population was selected to provide somewhat greater external 
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validity, albeit it at the expense of internal validity due to reduced control of extraneous 

sources of variation. Rather than limit it to a single industry, the Study 2 population 

included a relatively broad range of small enterprises from various industries. 

However, each firm was engaged in the manufacture of technical products. I chose to 

survey manufacturing firms because they engage in a number of different functions, 

making interorganizational collaboration likely. 

The population for Study 2 consisted of all public and private Arizona 

businesses with between ten and 100 employees that manufacture high-tech products. 

Arizona has a small, but thriving population of high-tech firms, most of which employ 

100 or fewer people. It is a rural state with only two cities with populations larger than 

100,000, the Phoenix and Tucson metro areas. Arizona is also landlocked and relatively 

isolated geographically, although it borders California and Mexico. 

The book Arizona Manufacturers Directory (2000). which lists Arizona 

manufacturers by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code and furnishes company 

addresses, names of top executives, and the number of employees for each company, 

was used to select the study population. I used four digit SIC codes to determine the 

study population, screening out codes for low-tech products (e.g., motor vehicle and car 

bodies). When I had eliminated all low-tech SIC codes, I reviewed product descriptions 

for firms in the remaining codes to ensure that they were high-tech. Twenty SIC codes 

remained. To further ensure that respondents' firms were high-tech manufacturers, I 

inserted an item in the questionnaire that asks if a respondent's firm manufactiires high

tech products. 
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Table 7 details the number of firms included in the study population for each 

SIC code along with product descriptions. I did not include firms with fewer than ten 

employees in the study population because I expected them to be less likely than larger 

firms to engage in alliances. Such firms fi-equently lack the resources necessary to 

maintain complex business relationships. Also omitted fi-om the study population were 

firms with more than 100 employees. Based on feedback during preliminary 

interviews, such firms appeared to differ from smaller firms. Typically, they have more 

alliances and management of these alliances is less centralized. Larger firms may also 

be less dependent on a given alliance, but wield greater power in it. Finally, my 

objective was to examine alliances involving small, entrepreneurial firms and smaller 

firms are typically more entrepreneurial than larger ones. 

Ideally, the study population would have included only firms that had 

experienced alliance changes. However, although rudimentary demographic 

information is published on both public and private Arizona manufacturers of all sizes 

(i.e., industry, number of employees, products), information on company alliances is 

scarce. In addition, a number of informants were not expected to return completed 

questiormaires in spite of their knowledge of one or more alliance changes. Unable to 

determine which firms had experienced alliance changes and which would cooperate, I 

mcluded in the study population all firms with between 10 and 100 employees listed 

under the above twenty SIC codes in the Arizona Manufacturers Directory. 
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I mailed a questiomiaire to the top executive of each firm in the population. One 

informant from each firm in the study population was deemed adequate (see Campbell, 

1955) because the top executive is typically the top decision maker in the firm. 

However, one of the biggest risks in Study 2 was the use of executives as respondents. 

In addition to being difficult to reach by any means, they tend to be very busy. As a 

result, although small firm executives are a relatively rich and reliable source of data 

because they tend to know their firms and their firms' alliances well, a great deal of 

effort was required to enlist their help. 

Execution of Questionnaire 

Immediately after mailing questionnaires, I called informants to armounce the 

questionnaire's impending arrival and to solicit cooperation. If I was unsuccessful in 

reaching an informant after numerous attempts, I left a brief message explaining the 

study and asking for cooperation. 

A handftil of questionnaires were returned unopened for various reasons (e.g., 

insufficient addresses, business failures, departures of executives). In some cases the 

top executive listed in the directory was no longer with a firm or was not a suitable 

respondent. In these cases I worked with receptionists, secretaries and others to 

determine a suitable substitute. Wherever possible, I mailed another copy of the 

questionnaire after securing more accurate mailing information. In only a few cases 

were all attempts to reach a firm imsuccessfiil. 
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Three weeks after mailing questionnaires, I phoned informants from whom I had 

not received a written response (e.g., a note, a blank or completed questionnaire). I 

mailed or faxed another copy of the questionnaire to informants who had either lost the 

questionnaire or never received one, taking care to verify addresses with the firms. If I 

was unable to reach an informant after many attempts, I left a message, if possible, with 

my contact information, urging him to return the questionnaire and asking him to 

contact me if he needed another copy. By asking each informant to retum the 

questiormaire whether or not it was applicable, I hoped to learn how common it is for 

small, high-tech firms to form alliances. 

The Study 2 questionnaire was mailed to the population of 196 firms. 73 

respondents returned the questionnaire indicating that it did not apply to their firm 

because they had no alliance changes to report on. This left 123 firms in the population 

with alliance changes. 52 respondents returned a completed questionnaire. The 

questiormaire response rate of 42.3% was determined by dividing the number of 

completed questionnaires by the number of firms with alliance changes. Table 9 shows 

additional details on survey administration. The following reasons were cited for 

returning questionnaires blank: (1) the firm has no strategic partnerships - 26 responses, 

(2) none of the firm's partnerships have experienced changes -14 responses, (3) not 

applicable to the firm - 5 responses, and (4) the firm either has no strategic partnerships 

or its partnerships have not experienced any changes - 28 responses. 
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Ten individuals refused to participate in the study. It is not known why the 

remaining 62 nonrespondents failed to return a questionnaire. Seven of the 52 

completed questionnaires were unusable for various reasons. Data from the remaining 

45 questionnaires were analyzed. 

To ensure that a respondent's firm belonged in the population, I had inserted an 

item that asked if the respondent's firm manufactured high-tech products. The few 

respondents that completed a questionnaire, but reported that their firms did not 

manufacture high-tech products, were contacted for additional information. I found that 

each respondent that furnished a usable completed questionnaire actually did 

manufacture high-tech products. Some had reported otherwise because they defined 

"high-tech" or "manufacturing" more narrowly than 1 did. 

Measures 

The majority of the items in the questionnaire were components of multi-item 

measures intended to capture the constructs in the theoretical model. The questionnaire 

measured characteristics of the respondent's firm and the partner firm, as well as 

characteristics of the alliance with the partner firm prior to, at the time of, and after a 

particular alliance change. Although multi-item measures were used where possible, 

since it was critical that the questionnaire be brief, I shortened them as necessary. 

I factor analyzed the items that made up the multi-item measiures. A four factor 

solution resulted. The factors were trust, joint decision making, dependence of partner 

A on partner B, and dependence of partner B on partner A. Table 8 shows the factor 
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loadings that resulted. Next, I conducted reliability tests on each factor. I deleted items 

for each factor, except trust, to increase reliabilities. Several items with low item-to-

total correlations were deleted. Appendix 8 lists the multi-item measures that resulted 

after factor analysis and reliability analysis were complete. 

To measure joint decision making, I combined a scale used by Heide and Miner 

(1992) on shared problem solving and a scale on frequency of interaction used by 

Parkhe (1993). After factor analysis and reliability analysis, two items were retained. 

Even though Cronbach's alpha for the resulting measure (.61) failed to meet Nurmally's 

(1978) guidelines of 0.7 or above, the measure's reliability was deemed high enough for 

exploratory research. 

To measure trust, I slightly modified Young-Ybarra and Wiersema's (1999) 

multi-item trust measure. Young-Ybarra and Wiersema collapsed three dimensions 

used in much of interpersonal trust literature (dependability, predictability, and faith) to 

yield one overall measure of trust. Factor analysis and reliability analysis resulted in 

retention of all five measures. Cronbach's alpha for the resulting 5-item measure was 

.79. 

To measure dependence of partner A on partner B and dependence of partner B 

on partner A, I modified multi-item measures used by Ganesan (1994). Three items 

loaded on each factor. Cronbach's alpha was .83 for the former measure and .66 for the 

latter. Although Cronbach's alpha for the latter factor failed to meet Nunnally's 

guidelines, I decided that it was acceptable for ftirther analysis. 



In addition to measuring constructs from the theoretical model, I also 

developed single-item measures for characteristics of the respondent, the firm, the focal 

alliance and the alliance change. I asked each respondent to write in short answers for a 

few items; including name, position, and tenure with the firm, as well as the firm's 

name. One item asked the nature of the focal alliance. The respondent could check off 

one or more alliance types fi'om a list of eight and could write in unlisted types as well. 

Control variables included partner nationality, alliance age and lack of agreement to 

terminate the alliance at a future date (no planned dissolution). The only items for 

which respondents were asked to write in answers longer than a word or two asked 

them to explain why their company had formed the focal alliance, to describe the 

alliance change, and to describe how their company had been affected by the change. 

Characteristics of the alliance change (i.e., planned vs. unplanned, planned 

jointly vs. unilaterally, planned by respondent's firm vs. partner) were measured. One 

item read, "Was the change mostly planned or unplanned?" If the change had been 

mostly planned, the respondent was asked to indicate on a 7-point Likert scale the 

extent to which the change had been planned unilaterally vs. jointly, and if unilaterally, 

whether by the focal company or the partner. 

The dependent variable was whether an alliance was sustained or terminated. 

However, I needed more than a simple binary variable. In Study 1,1 found that alliance 

dissolution and sustainment were not two distinct outcomes. Rather, they are states on a 

continuum. Hence, I developed items to measure not only whether an alliance was 

sustained or dissolved following a change, but also the condition of the alliance and of 
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interfirm interpersonal relationships. I used ^vo items with binary response categories 

that measured whether the alliance was terminated or sustained at six and twelve 

months after the change, respectively. I developed an item using a 7-point Likert scale 

to measure the extent to which the alliance change had weakened or strengthened 

interfirm interpersonal relationships. I also developed a 4-point scale measuring 

whether an alliance dissolved, contracted, stayed the same or expanded one year after 

the change. Each respondent was also asked to describe how their company had been 

affected by the change. If the alliance had been sustained following the change, the 

respondent was asked whether it had expanded, contracted, or done neither. 

Questionnaire data were coded and converted to an electronic format. I 

identified missing data, apparent errors made by respondents during questionnaire 

completion and errors that I made during data entry or coding. I phoned respondents to 

secure missing data and resolve inappropriate or confusing responses and made 

appropriate changes. 

Analysis 

By combining measures, I created a quantitative measure suitable for use as a 

dependent variable for regression analysis that consisted of a 4-point scale with 

responses as follow: (1) alliance dissolved, (2) alliance sustained but smaller, (3) 

alliance sustained but unchanged, and (4) alliance sustained and expanded. This was 

used as the sole dependent variable in all regression analyses. Since multicollinearity 

was a concern for independent variables, I computed variance inflation factors to 
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determine if multicollinearity would be likely to cause problems during regression 

analyses. 

Research Design Quality and Limitations 

The methods used in Study 2 have a number of limitations. One potential threat 

to validity is the testing confound. A few Study 2 informants were primed because they 

were also Study 1 interviewees. It is possible that their involvement in Study 1 might 

have affected their responses to the Study 2 questionnaire because they were asked 

about alliance changes in both studies. However, since few Study 2 participants were 

involved in Study 1, such effects would have been limited. Further, involvement in 

Study 1 might actually have increased the accuracy of Study 2 responses by making an 

alliance and the reported change more salient to respondents. 

Selection bias was not a concern in Study 2, as it was in Study 1, because the 

entire population of small high-tech Arizona manufacturers (rather than a sample) was 

selected for study. On the other hand, self-selection bias is a possible concern because 

some members of the population failed to provide data. However, there did not appear 

to be any consistent differences between those firms for which I collected data and other 

small Tucson optics firms regarding firm age, number of employees, revenues, nature of 

ownership, or type of products or services. 

A weakness of the data collection method in Study 2 is that data are self-

reported. Although self-reported data are commonly used to measure constructs such as 

trust, it would be preferable, although much more difficult, to use proxies to measure 
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Other constructs such as dependence or frequency of interaction, drawing on company 

records. Another weakness of the Study 2 method is that data are retrospective. A 

respondent's memory is imperfect and recent events may affect the recall of more 

distant events. However, the use of self-reported, retrospective data is widely accepted 

and, given the paucity of published data on small firm alliances, the approach used was 

the only one deemed feasible considering the resources available. 

Some researchers have questioned whether a key informant is able to report 

validly (e.g.. Philips, 1981). Although it would be preferable to secure responses from 

more than one individual at each firm so that inter-respondent reliability could be 

determined, other researchers (e.g., Brown, Lusch, Koenig, Kroeten, and Pharr, 1990) 

claim that a single, reliable informant may be preferable to several respondents with 

varying degrees of knowledge about a phenomenon. Informants in this study, senior 

executives of small firms, are likely to be knowledgeable both about their firms and 

about alliances that are important to their fums. 

Collecting data from small firm executives necessitated compromises. To 

design an instrument short enough to be palatable to informants, I shortened multi-item 

measures, provided minimal instructions and limited the number of items with textual 

responses. Although, as a result, I had less confidence that the data collected would be 

sufficient, accurate and reliable, had I not taken these steps, it is likely that fewer 

informants would have provided data. This study's limitations were also offset 

somewhat by the richer, more extensive data collected in Study 1. 
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CHAPTER SIX - STUDY 2 RESULTS 

In this chapter I will discuss both general and specific Study 2 findings. I will 

describe the alliances, alliance partners, and alliance changes that were reported on, as 

well as the effects of the changes. Finally, I will examine the extent to which the data 

support each hypothesis and discuss whether my findings agree or disagree with 

previous research. 

Characteristics of Alliances and Alliance Partners 

Respondents reported that they had been with dieir firms fi'om .5 years to thirty 

years. The average tenure was 9.7 years with a standard deviation of 7.4 years. They 

reported on a wide variety of alliances and alliance changes. Each of the eight terms 

that respondents were offered to describe their alliances was selected at least once. The 

most frequent choice was long-term sourcing arrangement (fifteen) and joint marketing 

arrangement (ten). Two respondents chose more than one listed type to describe a 

particular alliance. None of the respondents wrote in an alliance description not listed 

in the questionnaire. 

Although most alliance partners were American, eight respondents reported on 

alliances with foreign firms. Only eight respondents reported an agreement to terminate 

the alliance at a future time. The alliances reported on were an average of four years 

old at the time of the focal change, although they ranged in age from half a year to 

twenty years. Although senior executives from the partner firms met an average of 2.26 
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times per month, the number of meetings varied widely, ranging from no meetings to 

twenty per month. 

Alliance Changes and Their Effects 

Twenty changes were reported as mostly planned, while twenty-four were 

mostly unplanned. Although responses varied widely, the respondents with mostly 

planned changes were more likely to believe that the alliance change had been planned 

unilaterally than jointly. Those respondents also claimed that their partner planned 

changes more frequently than did their firm. 

Respondents reported on a wide variety of alliance changes. The most frequent 

changes were mergers or acquisitions of one partner by a 3^'' party. Examples of other 

changes reported included alliance scope expansion/contraction, changes in partner 

responsibilities, contractual or other alliance changes in response to opportunism by one 

partner or to a failure of the alliance to achieve goals, restructuring or turnover of key 

personnel at one partner, and increased formalization of the alliance. I found, as did 

Hagedoom and Sadowski (1999), that the acquisition of one partner by the other is rare. 

Mergers and acquisitions reported in this study almost always involved a third party. 

Respondents tended to believe that alliance changes weakened, rather than 

strengthened, relationships between executives of partner firms. Most respondents 

perceived that changes had an impact on their firms and, on average, respondents 

tended to believe that changes had a major, rather than minor, effect on their fiirms. 

Slightly more than half of the alliances still existed a year after the change. A few more 
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alliances became smaller or stayed the same, following tlie change, than expanded. 

Only eight of the 45 respondents reported that alliance dissolution had been planned at 

the time of formation. 

General Findings 

In addition to characteristics of alliances and alliance partners, and changes and 

their effects, I gleaned other information from questionnaire responses and 

conversations with some respondents. I found that the firms in the study population 

commonly use strategic alliances. Of the 196 firms in the Study 2 population, 52, or 

26.5%, returned a completed questionnaire, indicating that their firm had at least one 

strategic alliance. 

However, this research also suggests that some small, high-tech firms do not 

use strategic alliances, some for strategic reasons and some for pragmatic reasons. 

Some firms believe that potential benefits are outweighed by the associated costs and 

risks, in some cases due to bad experiences with alliances. Some intentionally avoid 

alliances to maintain autonomy and flexibility. Twenty-six respondents indicated that 

their firm did not engage in alliances. A few other respondents also reported bemg 

unable to envision how alliances would be advantageous over arm's length relationships 

or that they had simply not considered using alliances. One respondent told me, "We 

haven't found any reason to form any partnerships. If it makes sense at some point, then 

I guess we would pursue it." 
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One individual told me that his firm refused to use alliances for strategic 

reasons. His firm had weighed the pros and cons of using alliances carefiilly when a 

much larger firm seeking to form an alliance approached it. However, the respondent's 

firm decided that the benefits of an alliance with a much larger firm (i.e., prestige, 

reduced demand uncertainty) would be outweighed by reduced profit margins and a loss 

of flexibility. He said, 

"We were approached by a very large company. They wanted us to form a 

partnership and they would have given us a lot of business. But we decided that 

it wasn't worth it. They would have squeezed our margins down to nothing. We 

wouldn't have had any flexibility either; they would have restricted our ability to 

sell to their competitors. We decided that we would be better off without them." 

I found that alliance changes were not uncommon. Forty-five of the 125 study 

population members that responded to the questionnaire reported that a change had 

taken place. Alliances were more likely to be sustained than to dissolve following the 

change, at least in the short term. Although four of the forty-five respondents failed to 

report on it, for the forty-one alliances on which reports were furnished, twenty-nine 

alliances had been sustained six months following the reported change. Since prior 

research has shown strategic alliances to be fragile and short-lived, I expected a higher 

proportion of Study 2 alliances to dissolve during the period examined (especially since 

each had experienced a change). However, the study examined both major and minor 

changes, whereas prior studies were limited to major changes, which would be expected 

to pose a greater threat to alliances than minor ones. 
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Although some of the changes reported on were minor in nature, most 

respondents reported that the changes had at least a moderate impact on their firms. The 

most frequent change reported was a change in ownership of one partner. Nearly as 

frequent were increases and decreases in the scope of an alliance. Table 10 lists the 

most commonly reported changes and the number of times each was reported. Table 11 

lists all changes reported. 

Although alliance change has had a negative connotation in past literature, I 

found that changes have positive as well as negative effects (even when a change is 

completely unplanned or planned unilaterally). One firm reported that following a 

change, the quality of components purchased from the partner improved, as did 

interfirm communication. Another firm benefited from increased sales when its partner 

was acquired by a much larger firm, which then expanded the scope of the alliance. Of 

course, numerous negative effects of changes were also reported. One firm lost its 

competitive advantage when its much larger partner copied its proprietary technologies 

without authorization and used them to improve its own products. Another firm learned 

that much of its investment in a joint venture was wasted when a management change at 

the partner firm resulted in a change of direction for the alliance. 

Results of Analyses 

After questionnaire responses had been converted to an electronic format and 

errors and omissions resolved, I computed bivariate correlation coefficients for all 

variables (shown hi Table 12). The independent variables that had significant bivariate 
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correlations with the dependent variable, alliance sustainment (Kendall's tau-b 

coefficients), prior to Bonferroni corrections, were the extent to which the change is 

planned jointly (.580**) and alliance age (.287*). I applied Bonferroni corrections 

(.05/66) since, with 66 correlation coefficients in the table, the odds were that at least 

three correlations would be statistically significant by chance (i.e., .05 =1/20). 

Bonferroni corrections reduce the likelihood of Type I error by making statistical tests 

as stringent as necessary to account for the number of variables being tested. No 

correlations were significant after Bonferroni corrections were made. 

I used collinearity diagnostics to determine if multicollinearity would be likely 

to cause problems during regression analysis. I computed variance inflation factors 

(VIFs), statistics used to check multicollinearity (Neter, Kutner, Nachtsheim, and 

Wasserman, 1996). The existence of excessive multicollinearity can artificially inflate 

values, leading to incorrect conclusions about how well independent variables 

account for the variation in the dependent variable. Computed VIFs are shown in Table 

13. The highest VEF among all independent variables was 5.59. Neter et al. (p. 387) 

advise that a VIF in excess of 10 indicates that multicollinearity may be adversely 

affecting least squares estimates. They also note that mean VIF values much larger than 

one (e.g., 7 or 8) indicate serious multicollinearity problems. The mean VIF for the 

data was 3.52, which, although higher than one, was not high enough to cause concern. 

I concluded that multicollinearity was not severe enough to adversely affect regression 

results. 
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Model 1 was able to explain most of the variation in the dependent variable for 

the alliances in the data set (R" = .803). However, adjusted was only .368 and the F 

ratio for the model was only 1.848 (p = .258). Regression results for Model 1 are 

shown in Table 14. 

I analyzed Model 1 with the goal of determining which factors would best be 

retained in a more parsimonious model, Model 2 (see Figure 2), that could be tested 

later. It seemed likely that some of the independent variables could be removed from 

the model without sacrificing much explanatory power. I proceeded to remove 

indicators from the model, using hierarchical regression to determine which predictors 

from Model 1 to include in a revised model. The resulting model, Model 2, contained 

only two predictors. It was highly significant (F = 14.208, p <001), and able to 

account for much of the variation in the dependent variable. Model 2 predictors were 

the extent to which the change is planned jointly (if planned) and the impact of the 

change. The regression results are shown in Table 14. R^ for Model 2 was .670 

(adjusted R^ = .623). 

Hypothesis I predicted that frequency of interfirm interaction prior to an 

alliance change would affect alliance sustainment following the change. Hypothesis 2 

predicted that joint decision making prior to the change would affect sustainment. 

Neither hypothesis was supported. Since the two items used to measure frequency of 

interaction failed to load on a common factor during factor analysis, one item was 

discarded. The other item loaded on the same factor as one of the items used to 

measure joint decision making. These two items were used to make up the joint 
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decision making factor. Joint decision making, was modestly and negatively correlated 

to alliance sustainment (-.130). In addition, it was not a significant predictor in the 

Model 1 global regression equation (t = -.038, p = .971). Since little evidence of an 

association between joint decision making and alliance sustainment was found, joint 

decision making was not retained as an indicator in Model 2. 

My failure to find support for Hypothesis 1 conflicts with Study 1 findings and 

to some extent with prior literature. My failure to find support for Hypothesis 2 

conflicts with both the literature and Study 1 findings. As discussed in Chapter 4, 

researchers and theorists consider decision making a key factor in alliance success and 

sustainment. 

Hypothesis 3 predicted that interfirm trust would affect alliance sustainment 

following a change. Trust was not only found to be a predictor of sustainment in Study 

1, but the literature has also identified trust as a factor in alliance sustainment and 

success (Anderson and Weitz, 1989; Fichman and Levinthal, 1991; Meyer, Alvarez and 

Blasick, 1994; Mohr and Spekman, 1994; Young-Ybarra and Wiersema, 1999). 

However, Model 1 regression analysis failed to support Hypothesis 3 (t = 1.380, p = 

.226). Trust explained very little of the variation in the dependent variable. Hence, 

even though a positive (although not significant) association was found between trust 

and alliance sustainment (Kendall's tau-b coefficient was .205), trust was not retained in 

Model 2. Thus, Study 2 provided partial support for findings in previous research. 
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Hypothesis 4 predicted that mutual dependence would affect alliance 

sustainment following a change. However, no support was found for Hypothesis 4. 

Dependence of the respondent's firm on the partner was not a significant predictor in 

the Model 1 global regression equation (t = -.316, p = .764). Nor was dependence of 

the partner on the respondent's firm a significant predictor (t = -.057, p = .956). 

Kendall's tau-b correlation coefficients for each variable (.084 and -.184, respectively) 

also failed to provide evidence of a link between dependence and alliance sustainment. 

Dependence was not retained as a predictor in Model 2. 

The failure to find a link between dependence and sustainment is contrary to 

previous literature, as well as the findings in Study 1. The prior literature contains both 

theoretical (e.g., Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) and empirical support (e.g., Inkpen and 

Beamish, 1997; Fichman and Levinthal, 1991; Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman, 1992) 

for the importance of dependence in sustaining alliances. 

Hypothesis 5 predicted that planned changes would be more likely than 

unplarmed changes to result in alliance sustainment. Hypothesis 5 was not supported (t 

= -.081, p = .938). Kendall's tau-b correlation coefficient was .242, which, although not 

significant, indicates that the extent to which an alliance change is planned is associated 

with alliance sustainment. However, since the variable explained very little of the 

variation in sustainment, the extent to which an alliance change is planned was not 

retained in Model 2. 
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Hypothesis 6 predicted that jointly planned changes would be more likely than 

unilaterally planned changes to result in alliance sustainment. Hypothesis 6 was 

supported. In Model 1, the best predictor of alliance sustainment was joint planning of 

the change (t = 3.474, p = .018 prior to Bonferroni correction). Kendall's correlation 

coefficient was .580, which was significant at p < .01, prior to Bonferroni correction. In 

Model 2, joint planning was a highly significant predictor of sustainment (t = 5.279, p < 

.001). 

A key assumption made by scholars (e.g., Inkpen and Beamish, 1997; Das and 

Teng, 2000) is that alliance instability must be unplanned from the perspective of one or 

more partners. Study 1 furnished support for the assumption prevalent in alliance 

change literature that unplanned changes (from the perspective of one or more partners) 

result in negative outcomes. To determine the effects of unplanned and planned 

changes on alliance sustainment following a change, I measured whether a change was 

planned and, if so, by whom. Whether a change was planned by at least one partner or 

completely unplaruied was not a significant predictor of alliance sustainment in either 

model in this study, although it was associated with sustainment. The key factor 

affecting sustainment in Study 2 was whether planned changes were planned 

unilaterally or jointly. Thus, this study furnished support for the premise that unplarmed 

changes lead to negative outcomes (e.g., alliance dissolution). 

Hypothesis 7 predicted that the impact of a change would affect alliance 

sustainment. Hypothesis 7 was supported by Study 2 findings. Although the impact of 

the change was not a significant predictor in Model 1 (t = -1.756, p = .139 prior to 
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Bonferroni correction), it was the second best indicator of alHance sustainment. 

However, it was not highly correlated with alliance sustainment (Kendall's tau-b = 

.109). Impact of the change was included in Model 2 where it was a significant 

predictor (t = -2.862, p = .013). 

The predictor, impact of the change, has been addressed in the literature as 

another key assumption, that instability consists of major changes of an alliance. I 

found that the greater the impact of a change, the greater the likelihood that an alliance 

would dissolve. Thus, major changes (measured as impact of the change) tended to be 

associated with dissolution and minor changes tended to be associated with sustainment. 

Hence, I found support for the assumption, common in alliance change literature (e.g., 

Inkpen and Beamish, 1997), that major changes are detrimental to alliances. 

Summary 

Overall, Study 2 confirmed the importance of two predictors (i.e., joint planning 

of the change, impact of the change). Although the remaining hypothesized predictors 

were found not to be statistically significant predictors, the study provides evidence that 

two other predictors (interfirm trust and the extent to which an alliance change is 

planned) are related to sustainment. It appears that characteristics of the change are the 

best predictors of alliance change, although characteristics of the alliance itself may also 

affect sustainment, but to a lesser extent. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN - CONCLUSION 

This chapter will (1) review major findings of the studies conducted, (2) present 

the main conclusions that I drew from this research, (3) discuss limitations of these 

studies, (4) suggest possible directions for future research, and (5) consider implications 

of this research for theory and practice. 

Introduction 

Since previous scholarly work left many unanswered questions, in this research I 

attempted to explore common assumptions about alliance change and to search for 

better ways to explain it. In addition to identifying key determinants and outcomes of 

change, this research was aimed at increasing our understanding of how changes evolve 

and whether common patterns or processes exist. Given the strategic importance of 

alliances and their tendency to experience changes, it was important to learn why 

change is so common, the extent to which it is deleterious and whether it can be 

prevented. 

Review of Key Findings 

In Study 1,1 found that the conditions most likely to cause a major change of an 

alliance are; (1) poor alliance management, (2) dissatisfaction with partners' 

relationship, (3) abuse of trust, and (4) putting acquisition of partner's skills/capabilities 
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ahead of achieving alliance goals. Executives also identified numerous other conditions 

as at least somewhat likely to lead to a change (see Tables 2 and 3). 

Study 1 also revealed that the key factors that determine whether an alliance is 

sustained following a change are: (1) mutual partner dependence, (2) joint decision 

making, (3) interfirm trust, (4) interfirm interaction, (5) the manner in which the change 

was planned, and (6) the impact of the change. I developed Model 1 to graphically 

represent these relationships. 

Using quantitative methods in Study 2,1 found that two of the factors identified 

in Study 1 best predict whether or not an alliance is sustained following a change, joint 

plarming of the change and the impact of the change. The study also provided evidence 

that two other factors, interfirm trust and the extent to which an alliance change is 

planned, are related to sustainment even though they are not significant predictors. 

Conclusions 

My research suggests that entrepreneurial high-tech firms commonly use 

strategic alliances. However, this research also suggests that some small, high-tech 

firms do not use strategic alliances, some for strategic reasons and some for pragmatic 

reasons. Some managers believe that potential benefits are outweighed by the 

associated costs and risks, in some cases due to bad experiences with alliances. Some 

intentionally avoid alliances to maintain autonomy and flexibility. 
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My results also suggest, that major unplanned changes frequently lead to 

alliance dissolution. A number of studies have found that instability adversely affects 

alliance performance and success (e.g., Geringer and Hebert, 1991; Gomes-Casseres, 

1987; Hamel, Doz, and Prahalad, 1989; Harrigan, 1988; Killing, 1983; Levine and 

Bryne, 1986). My research suggests that scholars have been wise to focus on major, 

unplanned changes. In contrast, a change that is jointly planned and executed and 

affects partners moderately is likely to results in alliance sustainment. 

The results of Studies 1 and 2 suggest that if an alliance is sustained following a 

change, it may be weakened by the change, and that such weakness frequently leads to 

eventual dissolution. Hence, the risk of dissolution appears to increase for an alliance 

that experiences a change. This research also suggests that abrupt dissolution is 

frequently the result of one partner's unilateral decision. However, an alliance may also 

be strengthened following a change, increasing the likelihood that it will be sustained 

indefinitely. 

This research suggests that alliance changes arise in a variety of ways and for a 

variety of reasons. However, changes planned by both partners typically arise and 

transpire gradually whereas unplanned changes (from at least one firm's perspective) 

typically arise and transpire quickly. 

Most studies on alliance change have measured the state of an alliance following 

a change dichotomously, as dissolution or sustairmient — two discrete, mutually 

exclusive states (e.g., Franko, 1971; Gomes-Casseres, 1987; Harrigan, 1988; Hennart et 

al, 1998; Killing, 1983; Kogut, 1988; Park and Ungson, 1997). This research suggests, 

1 

I 
j 
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however, that the status of an alliance at any point in time is better described using a 

continuum anchored at complete dissolution at one end, and 

sustainment/strengthening/expansion at the other end. In addition to dissolving 

completely, an alliance may also expand or contract, it may be strengthened or 

weakened, or it may remain unchanged. 

Numerous determinants of alliance change have been identified in the literature 

(e.g., poor management, management tumover, failure to develop interpersonal 

relationships, dissatisfaction with the interfirm relationship, failure to protect 

proprietary technologies, unwillingness to share alliance benefits fairly). The current 

research provides support for the literature, suggesting that there are numerous 

conditions that lead to change. 

This research suggests that, although alliance changes appear to be common and 

frequently harmful, not all alliances experience fi:equent changes; stable alliances do 

exist. However, no alliance is immune to change or assured of longevity. Even stable, 

long-lived alliances may be threatened by changes such as mergers and acquisitions. 

Frequently, unplanned changes (firom the perspective of one partner) are 

triggered by one partner's opportimistic acts. The current research suggests that 

alliances are more likely to be sustained following completely unplanned changes than 

changes planned by one partner. Although in some cases I observed alliances that were 

devastated by completely unplanned changes, in other cases, partners struggled together 

to cope with changes. 
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It is not surprising that this research shows that alliances are more likely to 

survive changes that have a minor impact on alliance partners than those with a major 

impact. However, even a change with a positive impact on alliance partners may lead 

to dissolution if that change has a major impact on the firms, due to the difficulty that 

partners may have in responding to the change and coping with the effects of the change 

and the tensions that may arise between partners as a result. A greedy partner may want 

more than its share of the benefits of a change, leading it to act opportunistically. In 

alliance 0-6 in Study 1, when partners initiated a strategic change, the resulting sharp 

increase in demand for their JV's products strained the alliance when the partner that 

manufactured the products struggled to meet demand. The firm's human and capital 

resources were tested, causing internal tension and tension between alliance partners. 

Comparison of the Current Study to Previous Studies 

In this research I gathered data from small, high-tech firms. Although numerous 

previous studies have examined either entrepreneurial firms or high-tech firms (or 

botli), only a handful are relevant to the current research. Several studies have 

identified alliance characteristics as factors in the success of small and/or high-tech 

strategic alliances. Brush and Chaganti (1996), as well as Meyer, Alvarez, and Blasick 

(1994) found that trust is positively associated with success in alliances involving high

tech firms. For entrepreneurial firms involved in alliances, both Larson (1991) and 

Varamaki (1994) observed that interfirm trust is a key factor in the success of a 

relationship. Finally, Larson found that successful entrepreneurial alliances are also 
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characterized by joint planning and interfirm communication, similar to that found in a 

hierarchical organization. 

Although my findings on dependence as a predictor of alliance sustainment 

cannot be compared directly with previous findings, Miles, Preece, and Baetz (1999) 

investigated the effect of dependence on outcomes in small and/or high-tech alliances. 

While I found high mutual dependence helpful in sustaining alliances following a 

change, they observed that a firm's dependence on a partner may come at a price. They 

found that small high-tech firms that depend on alliances perform more poorly than 

those that choose to use alliances but do not depend on them. A possible explanation 

for this difference is that discrepancies in dependence (e.g., only one partner firm is 

highly dependent on the alliance) result in discrepant benefits (e.g., the less dependent 

partner reaps the greater share of benefits). However, in relationships in which both 

partners are highly dependent, benefits are more likely to be shared fairly. Thus, as I 

observed, alliances in which either one or both partners are not dependent on the 

alliance are less likely to be sustained following a change. 

Implications 

The current research provides support for the literature, suggesting that there are 

numerous conditions that lead to change. This is both comforting and troubling. It 

seems that, as the literature has stressed, alliances are firagile and frequently short-lived. 

If such a variety of conditions lead to alliance changes and those changes fi-equently are 
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harmful to alliances or lead to dissolution, then perhaps alliances are too risky for many 

firms to use unless they have no alternative or the benefits are exceptionally lucrative. 

The finding that the nature of a change (e.g., whether it is planned and by whom 

it is planned) has a greater influence than alliance characteristics on whether an alliance 

is sustained implies that managers can not prevent change in alliances. They are unable 

to structure or configure alliances to be change-resistant. However, as Doz (1988) 

found for technology-based partnerships, trouble is likely to result if the operating 

interfaces between alliance partners are left to chance and then tweaked only when 

needed. Managers are wise to enter into alliances with specific plans and concrete 

goals. Managers must also recognize that alliances do not maintain themselves - they 

must be monitored, nurtured, and directed. 

Although not all alliance changes are predictable or preventable, firms that 

manage alliances actively may be able to prevent potential alliance problems. 

Managers need to monitor alliances to ensure that they are healthy, that both partners 

are fulfilling their responsibilities, and that no signs of excessive friction are evident. 

They must also scan the environment for threats and work with the partner firm to 

address both internal and external threats proactively. 

Frequently, unplanned changes are triggered by one partner's opportunistic acts. 

The current research suggests that alliances are more likely to be sustained following 

completely unplanned changes than changes planned by one partner. Hence, managers 

must monitor each alliance partner, watching for signs that they may be searching for 

alternatives to the alliance or may want more than their share of alliance benefits. 
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If a change that may affect a firm's alliances is foreseen (i.e., company 

restructuring, strategic shift, management turnover), a firm's managers must do more 

than simply plan and implement the change in isolation. They must take steps to 

prevent their partner from acting unilaterally and to prevent other unplanned changes. 

They must engage alliance partners in joint planning and share as much information as 

possible to limit surprises and repercussions. 

Although an unplanned change can be devastating for firms, it is also possible to 

benefit firom a change. Managers must react quickly when a change arises, to limit the 

damage to their firm and to the alliance, and, if possible, to reap possible benefits of the 

change. 

Limitations and Future Research 

Although the current research has limitations, care was taken to address 

concerns of validity, reliability, and generalizability. In addition, this research was 

exploratory, not confirmatory. Regarding alliance change, I attempted to: (1) identify 

key questions to be asked, (2) examine the process of alliance change, and (3) identify 

potentially important relationships. 

One Umitation of this research was the use of constructs with which informants 

had limited familiarity (e.g., alliance change). However, I took steps to minimize the 

risk that constructs were misinterpreted. I provided informants with examples of major 

changes firom the literature to guide them. If informants suggested an unsuitable 

change, I guided them to a more suitable choice. Construct validity was increased by 
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the use of multiple sources of data. Gathering data from Uventy different executives 

reduced the impact of inaccuracies in any single interviewee's account and increased 

validity through replication. 

The measures used in this research had other shortcomings. Since the targeted 

respondents were busy business executives, I removed items from some multi-item 

measures to make the questionnaire as short as possible in an attempt to make the 

questionnaire as brief as possible. Future research should make use of measures with 

greater validity and reliability. 

I developed more comprehensive measures for alliance outcomes when Study 1 

revealed that previous researchers' use of two discrete states as measures of outcomes 

(e.g., sustainment, dissolution) failed to account for the complexities of such outcomes. 

However, my measures were imperfect. Future researchers should develop more 

reliable and comprehensive measures to fully evaluate the range of possible outcomes. 

A limitation of this research was the use of retrospective, self-reported data and 

the use of one informant per alliance. However, the use of such data was appropriate 

for exploratory research. The richness of the qualitative data enabled me to chart the 

ways in which various changes evolved and to identify the key factors involved. In-

depth face-to-face interviews also enabled me to probe why respondents answered as 

they did, rather than simply recording responses. 

To compensate for the reliability concerns that accompany the use of 

retrospective, self-reported data, future research should use more direct measures. 
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Secondary data-proxies can be used for constructs such as trust and dependence. A 

longitudinal study would enable a researcher to directly observe and measure unportant 

constructs in real-time. Finally, multiple methods should be used to increase the 

reliability of all data gathered. 

Selection bias was a potential limitation in both Studies 1 and 2. However, the 

risk was greater in Study I than in Study 2 because a convenience sample was used in 

Study 1 while, in Study 2, the entire population of small high-tech Arizona 

manufacturers was selected for study. On the other hand, self-selection bias was still a 

potential concern in Study 2 because some members of the population failed to provide 

data. However, there did not appear to be any consistent differences between those 

firms for which I collected data and other small Tucson optics firms regarding firm age, 

number of employees, revenues, nature of ownership, or type of products or services. 

Future studies should use statistical sampling to minimize the likelihood that firms 

examined differ fi-om those not examined. Researchers should also use larger samples 

to increase the power of their findings. 

One Study 1 limitation was my failure to interview parties from both sides of 

each alliance. In the ftiture, researchers should secure data from both parties to an 

alliance wherever possible, whether they use secondary data or human informants. 

Another Study 1 limitation was the failure to cross-check by using more than 

one informant per firm so that inter-respondent reliability could be determined. 

However, a single, reliable informant maybe preferable to several respondents with 

varymg degrees of knowledge about a phenomenon (Brown, Lusch, Koenig, Kroeten, 
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and Pharr, 1990). Informants in this study, senior executives of small firms, were likely 

to be knowledgeable both about their firms and about alliances that are important to 

their firms. Further, in the one case in which I interviewed two individuals at a firm, I 

found only minor discrepancies in the two accounts. Hence, it is not clear whether 

future researchers would be advised to use multiple informants per firm due to the 

increased investment necessary to do so. 

Critics have claimed that case studies lack external validity Yin (1994). 

However, as Yin recommended, I generalized my findings to theory rather than to other 

cases. By conducting multiple case studies, however, I also used replication logic by 

confirming that patterns identified in one case were repeated in other cases. 

The focus of this research on SMEs limits its generalizability to some extent 

because numerous differences exist between SMEs and large firms. Although both 

large and small firms use strategic alliances, SMEs differ from large firms in their use 

of alliances in several ways. As a result, different factors may be important in alliances 

involving SMEs than in those involving large firms. 

SMEs firequently use alliances for different reasons than larger firms (e.g., to 

share the costs and risks of research and development, to compensate for under

developed internal capabilities). Because of their entrepreneurial and less bureaucratic 

nature, SMEs may engage in less formal, more unstructured alliances. They may also 

manage their alliances in a less formal manner than large firms and may rely less on 

legal and structural remedies to reduce risks. Finally, SMEs are more likely to be at a 

power-dependence disadvantage than are large firms. However, in spite of the 
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differences between SMEs and large firms, the current research is generalizable beyond 

small, high-tech firms because the small firms examined firequently partnered with 

much larger firms. Future studies must determine if my results can be generalized to 

alliances involving firms of all types and sizes (e.g., large, foreign, low-tech). Finally, 

since the alliances examined all involved at least one U.S. partner, future studies should 

explore alliances between foreign firms. 

Even though the focus of this research was alliances in which small, high-tech 

firms firom Arizona were involved, the results are generalizable to other firms because 

fi-equently the firms that I examined partnered with firms unlike themselves (e.g., large 

firms, foreign firms, firms in a variety of industries). However, this research was 

exploratory. As such, I examined various types of alliances and various changes. More 

precise studies must extend this research by exploring whether these results hold for 

specific alliance types (e.g., R&D contracts, joint R&D arrangements, joint production 

arrangements). 

Researchers should investigate why so many firms engage in alliances if they 

involve so many risks and fi-equently are short-lived or fail to meet expectations. 

Similarly, firms that do not use alliances must be studied and compared to those that use 

alliances to determine why they do not use alliances and whether they are more or less 

successful than firms that use alliances. Establishing direct links between alliances and 

other measures of organizational performance (e.g., profitability) would establish the 

true value of alliances. 
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Although I did not investigate it sufficiently, it appears that there is a link 

between the state of an alliance prior to a change and the nature of the change. 

Alliances characterized by low mutual dependence, infrequent interfirm interaction, 

unilateral decision making or a lack of trust are more likely to experience major 

unplaimed changes. Although in this research it appeared that the nature of a change 

has a greater effect on alliance sustainment than does the state of the alliance prior to 

the change, future research should investigate whether either of the theoretical models 

that I developed accurately portray the relationships between alliance characteristics, 

alliance change characteristics and sustainment. Researchers must also determine 

which alliance characteristics and change characteristics most affect sustainment and 

identify the processes by which they sustain alliances. 

The body of literature on change in interfirm relationships is relatively new, has 

been limited largely to one organizational form, the IJV. This literature is much smaller 

in volume than scholarly work on organizational change (e.g., Hannan and Freeman, 

1984; Romanelli and Tushman, 1994) and the two literatures have evolved separately. 

Organizational change literature has largely been limited to the study of change in 

hierarchical organizations. However, much may be gained by applying what has been 

learned about change in hierarchical organizations to interfirm relationships. Since 

strategic alliances and other forms of interfirm relationships both differ and share 

common characteristics with hierarchical organizations, scholars would be wise to 

compare and contrast change in alliances with change in hierarchical organizations. 
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The field of alliance change is fairly new. It has also been plagued by various 

problems (e.g., the inability to compare empirical findings; inconsistent assumptions, 

measures and definitions). We have yet to develop accurate and practical explanations 

of alliance change or to understand the nature of alliance change, associated problems, 

and useful solutions. As such, much additional research will be needed to before 

change is thoroughly understood. Scholars must examine the past failures in an effort 

to make additional scholarly work more efficient and effective. Although a great deal 

of work is needed to fill in the knowledge gaps in the field, the increasing use of 

alliances and the copious pitfalls accompanying their use demand that scholars pursue 

greater and more useful knowledge of alliance change without delay. 
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Table 1 

Ways in which Instability has been Defined and Operationalized 

Source Type of Alliance Instability Defmition/Operationalization 

Yan and Zeng (1999) International joint 
venture 

Park and Ungson (1997) Joint venwre 

Li(1995) Joint venture 

Pennings, Barkema, and Affiliates including 
through Douma (1994) joint ventures 

Franko (1971) 

Blodgett(1992) 

Killing (1983) 

Kogut(1989) 

International joint 
venture 

Joint venture 

Joint venture 

Joint venture 

Inkpen and Beamish Strategic alliance 
(1997) 

Instability refers to the extent to which the IJValters 
its strategic directions, renegotiates its 
contracts/agreements, reconfigures its ownership 
and/or management structures, or changes the 
relationship with its parents or the relationsliip 
between the parents, that may have a significant 
effect on the venture's performance. 

The instability of any JV can be measured in terms 
of its expected duration. Hence, instability can be 
signaled by unexpected termination - through a 
dissolution, a sell-off, or and acquisition. 

Instability consists of a sell-off, a bankruptcy or a 
liquidation. 

Instability is defined as dissolution (both exit 
sale and exit through liquidation. 

He considers a JV unstable when the holding of the 
multinational enterprise (MNE) crosses the 50% or 
95% ownership lines, the interests of the MNE are 
sold, or the venture is liquidated. 

He uses as an indicator of instability the frequency 
of change in the JV contract. 

He considers both a shift in JV control and venture 
termination as evidence of instability. 

He uses venture termination as the sole indicator of 
instability. 

They define instabilities as major changes or 
dissolutions of alliances that are unplatmed from 
the perspective of one or more partners. They insist 
that instability be linked with unplanned equity 
changes or major reorganizations. 
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Table 1 - Continued 

Source Type of Alliance Instability Definition/Operationalization 

Yan(1998) Joint venture 

Gomes-Casseres (1987) Strategic alliance 

Das and Teng (2000) Strategic alliance 

Instability occurs when control over a joint 
venture's strategic and operational management 
shifts frequently. Indicators include termination via 
acquisition, liquidation or bankruptcy. 

Instability consists of termination (e.g., liquidation, 
sale, or structure change to whole ownership). 

Instability is an inherent property of strategic 
alliances whereby major changes or dissolutions of 
alliances that are unplanned from the perspective of 
one or more partners arc inevitable. Liquidations, 
acquisitions, and reorganizations are indicators of 
instability. 
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Table 2 

General Conditions Reported as Most Likely to Cause a Major Alliance Change 

Condition Mean Rating" 

Poor management 5.29 
Management turnover 4.36 
Failure to develop interpersonal relationships 4.07 
Dissatisfaction with interfirm relationship 5.21 
Failure to protect proprietary technologies 4.36 
Unwillingness to share alliance benefits fairly 4.86 
Putting acquisition of partner's capabilities ahead of alliance goals 5.21 
Abuse of trust 5.71 
Parmers gain more or less knowledge than expected 3.57 
Unmet expectations 4.43 
Unrealistic expectations 4.50 
Too much attention on quick and tangible results 4.71 
Parmers forgo short-term gains for future gains 2.79 
Parmership is either structured too rigidly or too flexibly 3.71 

''Mean ratings were obtained by averaging the responses reported by the fourteen 
respondents for each item. Respondents marked responses on a 6-point Likert scale 
where 1 represents a condition very unlikely to cause a major alliance change and 6 
represents a condition very likely to cause a major change. 
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Table 3 

Industry Conditions Reported as Most Likely to Cause a Major Alliance Change 

Condition" Number of Respondents 

A change in market demand 10 
A maj or technological development 11 
A new competitor 7 
A change in resource availability 6 
A major change in government regulation 2 

"Respondents were asked to indicate whether these conditions were likely to cause an 
alliance change. 
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Table 4 

Summary of Alliance Change Outcomes 

Domestic/ Type of Alliance 
Alliance International at Time of Change 

0-1 I Long-term sourcing 
0-2 D Long-term sourcing 

0-3 D Long-term sourcing 
0-4 D Long-term sourcing 
0-5 I JV 

0-6 D JV 
0-7 D Joint distribution 
0-8 D Long-term sourcing 
0-9 I JV 
O-IO I Dealership 
0-11 D Long-term sourcing 
0-12 D Joint production 
0-13 D Long-term sourcing 
0-14 D Long-term sourcing 
0-15 D Dealership 
0-16 D Long-term sourcing 
0-17 I Dealership 
0-18 D Joint venture 
0-19 D Long-term sourcing 

Alliance 
Description of Change Outcome 

Strategic shif^ Sustained 
Alliance management change Sustained 
Abrupt Dissolution Dissolved 
Abrupt Dissolution Dissolved 
Scope reduction Dissolved 
Strategic shift Sustained 
Strategic shift Dissolved 
Alliance management change Sustained 
Scope reduction Dissolved 
Strategic shift Sustained 
Acquisition Sustained 
Scope reduction Dissolved 
Strategic shift Sustained 
Acquisition Sustained 
Contract violation Dissolved 
Form joint venture Sustained 
Contract renegotiation Dissolved 
Scope reduction Dissolved 
Strategic shift Sustained 
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Cross-Case Comparison Summary for Sustained vs. Dissolved Alliances 

High dependence 
Joint Decision Making 
High level of Trust 
Frequent Interaction 
Unplanned change 
High Impact 
Planned jointly 

Sustained 
Alliances 

8 

10 
9 
9 
4 
3 
7 

Dissolved 
Alliances 

2 
0 
2 
0 
7 
6 
0 
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Table 6 

Cross-Case Comparison Summary for Alliances with Positive vs. Negative Outcomes 

Positive Negative 
Theme Outcomes Outcomes 

High dependence 9 2 
Joint Decision Making 10 0 
High level of Trust 8 0 
Frequent Interaction 10 0 
Unplanned change 6 5 
High Impact 3 6 
Planned jointly 8 0 
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Table 7 

Characteristics of Firms in Study 2 Population 

Desscription of Products SIC Number of Firms 

Electronic computers 3571 20 

Computer storage devices 3572 2 

Computer peripheral equipment 3577 9 

Telephone and telegraph apparatus 3661 9 

Radio/TV equipment 3663 18 

Communications equipment 3669 6 

Printed circuit boards 3672 27 

Semiconductors and related devices 3674 23 

Magnetic and optical recording media 3695 23 

Search and navigation equipment 3812 5 

Environmental controls 3822 1 

Process control instruments 3823 12 

Electricity measuring instruments 3825 8 

Analytical instruments 3826 3 

Optical instruments and lenses 3827 10 

Measuring and controlling devices 3829 8 

Surgical and medical instruments 3841 12 

Total 196 
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Table 8 

Factor Analysis Results for Multi-item Measures 

Rotated Component Matrix 

Component 
Item 12 3 4 

Q26 .820 
Q18 .777 
Q16 .730 .305 
Q22 .676 .415 
Q19 .549 -.485 
Q15 .889 
Q21 .781 
Q24 .776 
Q23 .873 
Q14 .688 
Q20 .591 .404 
Q13 .807 
Q29 .394 .687 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization (Rotation converged in 7 
iterations) 

Note - Factor loadings below 0.3 are not shown 
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Table 9 

Results of Administration of Survey 

N 196 
Questionnaires returned completed 52 
Questionnaires returned blank 73 
Total questionnaires returned 125 
Response Rate 42.3% 
Refusals 10 
Usable questionnaires 45 
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Table 10 

The Alliance Changes Most Frequently Reported in Study 2 Questionnaires 

Number of Reports Type of Change 

3 Responsibility for managing the alliance changed 
6 Increased scope of alliance 
6 Reduced scope of alliance 
8 Change in ownership of one partner firm 
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Table 11 

Descriptions of Alliance Changes 

Partner failed to achieve alliance goal of cross distribution, failing to 
successfully market new product 

Partners disagreed on when to terminate the alliance 
One partner acquired the other, transforming the cross-distribution alliance partners into 

a single business unit 
A larger German firm bought partner 
Alliance changed from an exclusive sales arrangement to a non-exclusive arrangement 
Shifted and centralized responsibility for managing alliance 
Key personnel turnover at partner firm 
Partner decided to increase scope of alliance 
Alliance changed from distribution of product made by partner in Japan to license to 

manufacture the product in the U.S. 
Partners mutually agreed that one partner would no longer sell and distribute products 

for other partner 
Partner brought process and equipment in-house 
Overhauled alliance management responsibilities due to failure to achieve alliance goals 
Partner's management feared that the alliance would eat into their firm's sales 
Change in ownership of partner firm 
Partner was found to be failing to fulfill its monetary obligations regarding the alliance 
Supplier partner's alleged license to technology came under legal challenge and it 

stopped producing item on which alliance was based 
One partner found a substitute for the alliance and acted to reduce its involvement 
Partners both acted to downsize the alliance 
Sale of division with which the firm had the alliance 
Reduced scope of alliance due to product quality concems and lack of continuous 

improvement 
Partner firm was bought out 
The alliance changed from R&D to exclusive licensing of new technology 
A 3rd party sued the partner firm 
Partner was acquired 
Alliance terminated 
Missed release dates for scheduled product shipments 
One partner gave up its equity interest in the JV after the other partner switched to using 

an agent 
Customer was bought out 

I 
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Table 11 - Continued 

Descriptions of Alliance Changes 

Management change at partner firm 
Partner sold off division that respondent's firm had alliance with 
Reduction in alliance scope and activity level 
The partner's funding fell short 
The partner (much larger firm) decided to expand alliance 
Partner undenvent major restructuring 
Key personnel turnover at partner firm 
Change in partner management 
Increase in scope 
Partner began allocating resources away firom alliance objectives and toward its own 

objectives 
One partner acted opportunistically and failed to fulfill its obligations 
Changed the inventory replenishment system 
Shifted responsibilities firom one partner to the other 
The scope of the long-term sourcing alliance was expanded from local to global 
The partner was purchased by a larger firm and integrated into the purchaser 
Changed alliance contract so that it renews automatically each year rather than expiring 
The scope of the alliance increased from supplier/development to a broader 

licensing/joint market development agreement 
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Table 12 

Model i Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations" 
(Kendall's tau-b Correlation Coefficients) 

Variable Mean s.d. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. Nationality 1.18 .39 

2. No Planned 

Dissolution 

1.82 .39 -.06 

3. Alliance Age 4.21 4.98 .10 -.02 

4. Joint Decision 

Making 

4.99 1.27 .10 .12 -.23 

5. Unplanned/ 

Planned 

1.53 .50 .08 -.26 .06 -.10 

6. Unilalcral/Joint 3.32 1.98 .12 -.06 -.10 .14 .12 

7. Responsible for 

Change 

5.04 1.84 -.16 -.04 ,10 .10 -.24 -.32 

8. Trust 4.41 1.26 -.14 -.28 .00 -.13 .06 -.19 .03 

9. Dependence of A 

on B 

4.74 1.56 .15 -.14 .14 .01 -.03 .20 .35 .036 

10 Dependence of 

Bon A 

4.68 i;24 -.22 -.01 -.14 -.02 -.09 -.30 -.06 .017 -.02 

11. Change Impact 4.49 1.49 .02 -.25 -.08 .19 .11 .31 .01 -.12 .01 -.08 

12. Sustainment 1.15 1.20 .04 -.13 .29 -.13 .24 .58 -.16 .21 .10 -.18 .11 

"N = 45. 

Note - None of the correlation coefficients are significant because I applied a 
Bonferroni correction (.05/66), since there are 66 correlations in the table, to keep the 
significance level at .05 for the entire study. Several correlations appeared to be 
significant without the Bonferroni correction. 
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Table 13 

Variance Inflation Factor Statistics for Model 1 Variables'' 

Variable Variance Inflation Factor 

1 3.52 
Nationality 
2 5.59 
No Planned Dissolution 
3 2.20 
Alliance Age 
4 4.19 
Joint Decision Making 
5 1.77 
Unplarmed/Planned 
6 3.30 
Unilateral/Joint 
7 4.26 
Responsible for change 
8 5.46 
Trust 
9 3.57 
Dependence of A on B 
10 3.55 
Dependence of B on A 
11 1.31 
Change Impact 
^Prior to running the regression, the process indicator variables were checked for multi
collinearity using a statistic known as the Variance Inflation Factor (Neter, Kutner, 
Nachtsheim, and Wasserman, 1996). The presence of serious multicollinearity can 
artificially inflate the values and lead to incorrect statistical inferences about the 
relationships between the independent variables and the dependent variable. A 
Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value of ten or more is indicative of multicollinearity 
problems. VIF values much larger than one also indicate multicollinearity problems. 
The highest VIF value is 5.59, suggesting that multicollinearity should not adversely 
affect the R^ values. The mean Vff for the data was 3.52. I concluded that 
multicollinearity was not severe enough to adversely affect regression results. 
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Table 14 

Regression Results for Models 1 and 2: Determinants of Alliance Sustainment® 

Variable Model 1 Model 2 

Constant -2.272 1.322 
Control Variables 

Nationality -.162 
No Planned Dissolution 1.050 
Alliance Age .100 

Independent Variables 
Joint Decision Making -.0133 
Unplanned/Planned .103 
Unilateral/Joint .797 .561** 
Responsible for change .114 
Trust .568 
Dependence of A on B -.140 
Dependence of B on A -.0339 
Change Impact -.314 -.322* 

R^ .803 .670 
Adjusted R^ .368 .623 
F 1.848 14.208** 

DV = Alliance Sustainment 

" Unstandardized coefficients are reported. N = 45 alliance changes, 
t p<.10, one-tailed test 
* p<.05, one-tailed test 

** p<.01, one-tailed test 

Note - Bonferroni corrections were applied to all independent variables in Model 1. 
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APPENDIX TWO - FIGURES 

Figure 1, Model 1 - A Model of Strategic Alliance Change 

Figure 2, Model 2 - A Revised Model of Strategic Alliance Change 
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Prior to At the Time Outcomes 
The Change of the Change of the 

Change 

HI-H4 

H5 

H7 

• Frequency of 
Interaction 

• Joint Decision 
Making 

• Trust Alliance Outcome 

• Sustainment 

• Dissolution 

• Planned/Unplanned 
Change 

• Unilaterally/Jointly 
Planned Change 

• Impact on Partner 
Firms 

Tested relationships —— 

Untested relationships — " 

Hypotheses H# 

Figure 1 

Model 1 - A Model of Strategic Alliance Change 
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Alliance Outcome 

• Sustainment 

• Dissolution 

• Unilaterally/Jointly 
Planned Change 

• Impact on Partner 
Firms 

Figure 2 

Model 2 - A Revised Model of Strategic Alliance Change 
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APPENDIX THREE - FORMS 

Form 1, Telephone and Face-to-Face Questionnaire 

Form 2, Consent Form used in Study 1 

Form 3, Questionnaire on the Determinants of Alliance Changes 

Form 4, Items in Study 2 Questionnaire 

Form 5, Sample Cover Letter that Accompanied Mailed Questionnaires in Study 2 

Form 6, Study 2 Multi-item Measures Resulting from Factor Analysis 
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Form I 

Telephone and Face-to-Face Questionnaire 

The following questions were used during the interviews. They were used as a guide to 
gather factual information and to initiate discussion of potentially important factors and 
conditions. 

1. Hello, I'm Craig Erwin, a graduate student in Management at the University of 
Arizona. For my Ph.D. dissertation, I'm conducting research on strategic partnerships 
involving optics firms. I would like to speak with a representative of your firm about 
strategic partnerships that your firm is or has been involved in. Would you be able to 
discuss these partnerships with me? 
2. If not, could you suggest another individual? 
3.1 am interested in discussing a strategic partnership that has experienced a major 
change. I realize that you may not be able to discuss some partnerships freely, so if 
necessary, we can just refer to the partner firm as company X. Can you think of a 
partnership that your firm either has, or used to have, that experienced a major change? 
Examples of major changes might include termination of the partnership, a shift in 
strategic direction, renegotiation of the partnership contract, or partnership restructuring 
such as through an acquisition or merger. 
4. What is the basis for this partnership? Why did the companies decide to form the 
partnership? 
5. Are you able to tell me the name of the other company in this partnership? 
6. Which major change or changes has the partnership experienced? 
7. Which particular change do you believe was the most important one? 
8. Approximately when did this change occur? 
9. How important is or was this partnership to your firm on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 
is not at all important and 5 is very important? 
10. How familiar are you, personally, with this partnership on a scale fi-om 1 to 5 where 
1 is not at all familiar and 5 is very familiar? 
11.1 would greatly appreciate it if I could meet with you face to face to discuss this 
partnership further. Can you think of a time that would be convenient? 
12.1 want to discuss your firm's partnership with.... Is your firm's partner in this 
partnership a competitor, supplier, or distributor, or how would you describe the 
partner? 
13. Is the partnership still in existence or has it been terminated? 
14. If the partnership has been terminated, why was it terminated? 
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Form 1 - Continued 

15. To what extent does this partnership currently meet its goals? Rate the partnership 
on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is failing to meet all or most of its goals and 5 is meeting 
or exceeding all goals set for it? 
16. Throughout its life, to what extent has this partnership met (or did this partnership 
meet) its goals? 
17. At the time it was terminated, to what extent did the partnership meet its goals? 
18. Does a contract bind the partners together or is tlie partnership informal? 
19. When the partnership was formed, was a plan developed on how and when to 
terminate it? 
20. Approximately when was the partnership formed? 
21. Did your firm and its partner have a history together prior to the formation of this 
partnership? If so, describe that history. 
22. How would you characterize the manner in which your employees relate (or used to 
relate) to employees of the partner firm on a 5 point scale from very formal and 
business-like to very fnendly where 1 is very formal and business-like and 5 is very 
friendly? 
23. Now I would like to talk about the particular change (DESCRIBE IT) 
that this partnership experienced during (GIVE THE APPROXIMATE DATE). 
What should we call this particular change? 
24. Was the change planned by either your company, your partner, or by both? 
25. Prior to and during the time of this particular change, was there an individual in 
your firm who was assigned the responsibility of managing the partnership? 
26. How formal is the assigrmient of partnership manager? Is it included in a job 
description or are there written goals and objectives regarding management of the 
partnership? 
27. Was there a designated partnership manager at the partner firm? 
28. Can you describe in detail what events led up to the particular change? 
29. Would you describe the change itself in more detail? 
30. Prior to the change were there any warning signals or telltale signs that this 
partnership would experience a major change? 
31. What do you thmk caused the change? 
32. How long did it take for the change to take place? 
33. How did the change end? 
34. How common is it for one of your firm's partnerships to experience major changes 
such as termination, a shift in strategic direction, renegotiation of the partnership 
contract, or partnership restructuring such as through an acquisition or merger? 
35. How would you rate the magnitude of this change on a scale from one to five with 
one being insignificant and five being great? 

I 
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Form 1 - Continued 

36. Would you say that the partnership is more or less prone to experiencing major 
changes than other partnerships that your firm is or has been engaged in? 
37. Why do you say that? 
38. How frequently has this particular partnership experienced major changes? 
39. Could you describe the events that followed immediately after the change? 
40. How was the relationship between your firm and its partner affected by the change? 
41. Was the partnership ever in danger of being terminated during the period in which 
the change occurred? 
42. How were your firm and its partner affected by the change? 
43. Did any benefits result from the change? 
44. If so, what were they? 
45. Did any negative consequences result from the change? 
46. If so, what were they? 
47. How were key decisions regarding the partnership made at the time of the change? 
48. How did the change affect your firm's performance? 
49. As far as you know, how did the change affect your partnership partner's 
performance? 
50. In general, to what extent do you think that major changes (such as termination, a 
shift in strategic direction, renegotiation of the partnership contract, or partnership 
restructuring) affect whether or not the partnership achieves or fails to achieve its goals? 
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Form 2 

Consent Form used in Study 1 

Interorganizational Relationship Study Consent Form 
Project: A qualitative investigation of interorganizational relationship instability 
Principal Investigator: Craig R. Erwin 

Thank you for your participation. Completing the interview and questionnaire will 
require about 105 minutes. Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. However, 
your participation is voluntary. If at any time you wish to discontinue your involvement 
in the study, you may do so by informing the investigator of your wishes. This research 
is being conducted by Craig R. Erwin to gather data for his dissertation under the 
supervision of Dr. Terry Connolly and Dr. Keith Provan, all of the University of 
Arizona. All of the data collected are confidential. At no point will your name or the 
name of your firm be used in conjunction with the data you provide. 

Purpose of the project 
This study, being undertaken to fulfill the requirements for a doctoral 

dissertation, aims to improve our understanding of interorganizational relationship 
(lOR) instability (major changes or dissolutions of lORs that are unplanned). Data is 
being gathered by asking executives at selected Optics firms in Arizona to participate in 
interviews and to complete questionnaires. The study is aimed at learning whether 
lORs are inherently unstable, how and why instability arises and successful ways 
resolving instability. 

Benefits to be derived from the project 
This study will enable me to identify ways in which managers might reduce the 

threat of lOR instability and, if instability occurs, how they might effectively and 
efficiently resolve it. As a result of the interview, you may develop a better 
understanding of your firm and the way in which it relates to other firms. You may also 
discover the causes of problems with lORs and may even identify possible solutions to 
those problems. If you wish, I will provide you with the results of the study, which may 
offer insights on how to avoid and solve problems with lORs. 

Procedures to be carried out 
The principal investigator will ask each executive to participate in an interview, 

to be followed by the completion of a questionnaire (approximate duration of 105 
minutes). 
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In addition to recording interviews on audiotapes, the investigator will keep written 
notes. Interviewees will be asked to describe and respond to questions about periods of 
instability in the life of both of the lORs (one involving a competitor). They will also be 
asked to compare and contrast the two relationships along several dimensions. All data 
will be treated confidentially. Any published results will use fictitious names for 
individuals and organizations. Participation is voluntary. You may withdraw from the 
study at any time. 

If you have any questions, please ask the investigator now. If not, please sign your 
name and write the name of your fimi and today's date below. 

SIGNATURE: 
DATE: 

FIRM: 
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Form 3 

Questiormaire on the Determinants of Alliance Changes 
(Interviewees completed it following interviews in Study 1) 

1. The partnership is poorly managed 
2. There is turnover of persons that manage the partnership 
3. Personal relationships fail to develop between employees of one partner firm and 
employees of the other partner firm 
4. One or both partners are dissatisfied with the relationship between the partners, rather 
than with the benefits that the partnership provides 
5. One or both partners fail to protect their own interests, carelessly transferring 
valuable technologies or capabilities to the other 
6. One or both partners attempt to get more than their share of the benefits from the 
partnership 
7. One or both partners are more concerned with acquiring their partner's 
skills/capabilities than with pursuing partnership goals 
8. One partner abuses the other partner's trust 
9. Partners either gain more knowledge or less knowledge, as a result of the partnership, 
than they expected to gain 
10. A partnership fails to achieve results expected by partners 
11. Partnership partners have unrealistic expectations for the partnership 
12. The partners are only interested in quick and tangible partnership results 
13. The partners forgo short-term partnership gains to invest for future gains 
14. The partnership is either structured too rigidly or too flexibly 
15. Which industry conditions are likely to cause a major change in a partnership? 
A change in market demand A major technological development 
A major change in government regulation A new competitor 
A change in resource availability Other (list) 
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Form 4 

Items in Study 2 Questionnaire 

1. Your company 
2. Your name 
3. Your position/title 
4. How long have you been with this company? 
5. Do you manufacture any high-tech products at this location? 
6. Which of the following best describe the nature of the strategic partnership that you 
have selected? 
(Joint venture, joint marketing, joint production, long-term sourcing, licensing, joint 
research, cross-distribution, facility/equipment sharing, other) 
7. What is/was the nationality of your partner company? 
(USA, other) 
8. Briefly explain why your company formed this partnership. 
9. When the partnership was formed, did your company and the partner company agree 
to terminate it at some specific future time? 
10. Briefly describe the partnership change. 
11. About how long did this partnership exist prior to the change? 
12. How many times per month did senior executives from your company and 
your partner company typically meet prior to the change? 
13. At lower levels (e.g., manufacturing, engineering, sales, purchasing), 
how frequently did communication (by any means - phone, fax, email) take 
place between your company and your partner company prior to the change? 
(Scale 1-7: Almost Never to Very Frequently) 
14. Prior to the change, it would have been difficult for us to replace our 
partner company. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
15. Prior to the change, it would have been difficult for our partner company 
to replace us. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
16. Prior to the change, problems that arose in the course of this relationship 
were treated by our company and our partner company as joint rather 
than individual responsibilities. 
(Scale 1-7; Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
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Form 4 - Continued 

17. Prior to the change, each partner company helped the other in its planning 
activities. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
18. Prior to the change, when we encountered difficult and new circumstances, 
my company did not feel worried or threatened by letting our partner 
company do what it wanted. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
19. Prior to the change, my company was familiar with the patterns of 
behavior our partner company had established, and we could rely on 
them to behave in certain ways. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
20. Prior to the change, we believed that our partner company was crucial 
to our future performance. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
21. Prior to the change, our partner believed that our company was crucial 
to their future performance. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
22. Prior to the change, we found that our partner company was unusually 
dependable. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
23. Prior to the change, we did not have a good alternative to working 
with our partner company. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
24. Prior to the change, our partner company did not have a good alternative 
to working with our company. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
25. Prior to the change, in most aspects of this relationship, my company and 
the partner company were jointly responsible for getting things done. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
26. Prior to the change, our partner company could not be trusted at times. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
27. Prior to the change, we were dependent on our partner company. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
28. Prior to the change, our partner company was dependent on our company. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
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Form 4 - Continued 

29. Prior to the change, we participated in goal setting and forecasting with 
our partner company. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
30. Was the change mostly planned or unplanned? ] 
(Mostly Unplanned or Mostly Planned) 
31. Was the change more unilaterally planned (by one company alone) or jointly 
planned (by both partner companies together)? 
(Scale 1-7: Planned Unilaterally to Planned Jointly) 
32. Would you describe the change as planned more by your company or by your 
partner company? 
(Scale 1-7: Completely Planned By Our Company or Completely Planned By Our 
Partner Company) 
33. Did the change weaken or strengthen the relationship between your company's 
executives and your partner company's executives? 
(Scale 1-7: Weakened The Relationship to Strengthened The Relationship) 
34. What was the impact of the change on your company 6 months after the change 
ended? 
(Scale 1-7: No frnpact At All to Major Impact) 
35. Briefly describe how your company was affected by the change 6 months after the 
change ended. 
36. Was the partnership terminated or was it sustained 6 months after the change ended? 
(Terminated or Sustained) 
37. Was the partnership terminated or was it sustained 1 year after the change ended? 
(Terminated or Sustained) 
38. If sustained, did the partnership become smaller, expand or stay about the same 1 
year after the change ended? 
(Became Smaller or Stayed About The Same or Expanded) 
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Form 5 

Sample Cover Letter that Accompanied Mailed Questionnaires in Study 2 

November 6, 2000 

Mr. John Doe 
President 
XYZ Company 
Address 

Dear Mr. Doe 

Arizona's industry clusters are frequently cited as being vital to the state's economic 
growth and health. A key subset of firms that we are examining is the group that 
specializes in scientific measurement and control. As a member of this industry, your 
company is being asked to participate in a study on changes in strategic partnerships 
involving small, high-tech Arizona companies. The study aims to increase our 
understanding of how partnership changes evolve and of what determines how such 
changes end. This study will help managers to more successfully navigate changes in 
strategic partnerships, increasing the likelihood that a change will have favorable 
outcomes. 

This research is a key part of a larger study being conducted by the Eller College of 
Business and Public Administration at the University of Arizona. We urge you to take 
the ten or fifteen minutes required to complete the enclosed questionnaire. Of course, 
all information that you provide will be treated confidentially. 

To show our appreciation for your time and effort, a donation of S2 will be made to the 
United Way for each questionnaire that is completed fully and retumed. If you have 
questions, call Craig Erwin, the study's Principal Investigator at 520-621-1053. Thank 
you. 
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Form 5 - Continued 

Sincerely, 

Craig R. Envin 

Principal Investigator 
Department of Management and Policy 
University of Arizona 

Mark Zupan, Dean 

Eller College of Business and Public Administration 

University of Arizona 
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Form 6 

Study 2 Multi-item Measures Resulting from Factor Analysis 

Trust (Scale: 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 
1. Prior to the change, problems that arose in the course of this relationship were treated 
by our company and our partner company as joint rather than individual responsibilities. 
2. Prior to the change, when we encountered difficult and new circumstances, my 
company did not feel worried or threatened by letting our partner company do what it 
wanted. 
3. Prior to the change, we found that our partner company was unusually 
dependable. 
4. Prior to the change, our partner company could not be trusted at times (reverse 
coded). 
5. Prior to the change, problems that arose in the course of this relationship 
were treated by our company and our partner company as joint rather 
than individual responsibilities. 

Joint Decision Making 
1. At lower levels (e.g., manufacturing, engineering, sales, purchasing), 
how frequently did communication (by any means - phone, fax, email) take 
place between your company and your partner company prior to the change? 

(Scale 1-7: Almost Never to Very Frequently) 
2. Prior to the change, we participated in goal setting and forecasting with 
our partner company. 
(Scale 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) 

Dependence of Partner A on Partner B (Scale: 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly 
Agree) 
1. Prior to the change, it would have been difficult for our partner company 
to replace us. 
2. Prior to the change, our partner believed that our company was crucial 
to their fiiture performance. 
3. Prior to the change, our partner company did not have a good alternative 
to working with our company. 
Dependence of Partner B on Partner A (Scale: 1-7: Strongly Disagree to Strongly 
Agree) 
1. Prior to the change, it would have been difficult for us to replace our 
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Form 6 - Continued 

partner company. 
2. Prior to the change, we believed that our partner company was crucial 
to our future performance. 
3. Prior to the change, we did not have a good alternative to working 
with our partner company. 
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